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SBSÜSÏ
A variant of BBEC 2l/ot3 celle* which arose spontaneously 
in culture# was isolated and oloned* The aggregative behaviour of 
the variant was studied ty means of a reolprooating shaker/eleotronio 
particle counting technique and found to differ from that of the 
parent line. Freshly trypsinised 013 cells aggregate rapidly at 
37^ 0 while the variant and a polyoma virus transformed derivative 
show little aggregation after forty minutes* Melther neuraminidase 
nor dibutyryl oyolio AMP increased the aggregation of the variant 
to the level attained by 013 cells*
When the variant cells were removed from the culture flasks 
by ethyl0iMi**diamine*-tetra-aoetio acid (BDTA) * rather than trypsin* 
they aggregated in a manner similar to 013 cells while the transformed 
derivative still showed little aggregation.
The variant had a lower sialyl transferase aotlvity towards 
endogenous aooeptors but the same activity towards exogenous acceptors 
as 013 oells* The cells were also assayed for galactosyl transferase 
activity and no differences were found between the variant and the 
parent line# Isolated plasma membranes were also assayed and again 
no differences were found*
The proteins of the isolated plasma membranes were analysed 
by polyaorylamide gel electrophoresis# Two proteins of estimated 
molecular weights 182,000 and 47*500 were absent from the membranes of 
polyoma virus transformed cells# These same two proteins were released 
from 013 and ip"variant cell membranes by mild trypsinlsatlon# The 
possible role of these proteins In cell adhesion is discussed#
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imOBUOTIOI
The surf aces of euoàryotio celle are thought to play a 
dominant role in tarioue complex phyeiological phenomena including 
cell récognition (Roth at al, 1971)* contact inhibition of motility 
(Abercrombie and Heayaman* 1954} and growth (Dulbecoo* 1970)* 
morphogeneei# (Curtie* 1967) and metaataeie (Abercombie and Ambrose* 
1962), Intercellular adhésion* or lack of adhesion* is probably a 
component in m#y of these phenomena*
The early embryogenesis of vertebrates proceeds through a 
series of ooraplex morphogenetiO movements which eventually lead to 
the formation of the three primary germ layers, A variety of 
embryonic tissues oan be disscoiated to give suspensions of single 
cells. If these cells are allowed to reaggregate they will often 
organise themselves so that the cells from different organs oooupy 
different positions within the aggregate (Townes and Holtfreter,
1955; Moscona and Hosoona, 1952)» This sorting out of cells in mixed 
aggregates has been used as a model of morphogenetic movement and it 
has been proposed that differential cell adhesion could govern the 
final positions adopted by the various cell types (Steinberg* 1958* 
1964* 1970).
The motility of cells must also be a factor In deciding 
their final positions in both embryos and in aggregates. Differences 
in motility my be a reflection of differences in adhesiveness. 
Increased adhesion of cells to a substrate has been shown to be 
associated with decreased motility (Garter* 1965; Gail and Boone*
1972),
The passive dissemination of cancer cells and the subsequent 
establishment of secondary tumours probably Involves changes in both
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the adheelveneee end the motility of the oenoer oelle# In order to 
form euoceeeful eeoondea^  tumour# cell# met firet deteoh from the 
primary tumour# A deoreeeed mutual adheeiveneaa would obviouely 
faoilitate this prooee# and Oomam (1961) he# ihown that mutual 
adheaion Is muoh lower hetweem oaroimoma oell# than between normal 
epitheliWL oell## A detaohed oell muet then settle down in a plade 
favourable for growth# #ere it aettlea aey depend upon a preferential 
adhésion for that site# niooleon and Winkelhake (1975) isolated 
variants of a melanoma oell line with inoreaeing ability to form 
lung metaataee# and found a preferential adhesion to lung oell# by 
those variants which showed hii^ lung métastasés# These results 
imply that oell reoognition and adhesion are important in determining 
the organ speoifioity of metastatio tumour spread#' Malignant oells 
have the ability to infiltrate normal tissues idiioh indloates that 
they are less oonteot inhibited than normal oells# This, has been 
demonstrated in the ease of sarooma oells by Aberorombie and 
Heaysman (1954)* Gontaot inhibition of movement appear# to be an 
adhesion mediated phenomenon* Trihkaus et al (1971) Using time 
lapse oinematography observed that inhibition of ruffling on oell 
oontaot was oompletely looal and proposed that the inhibition was 
due to the adhesion of a lamellipodium to the surfaoe of the oontaoted 
oell*
Thus an understanding of interoellular adhesion in moleoular 
terms oould shed light on a number of interesting biologioal problems# 
Since adhesion is primarily a surface phenomenon* a knowledge of the 
precise chemical oomposition and the structural nature of the cell 
surfaoe should enable us to determine the types of adhealons that 
oould form*
(1) Membrane Omnosition and Struotip#
Early models of the plasma membrane were baeed on the 
theoretioal ' requiremente- of a permeability barrier oontrolling the 
exobange of water and eolutee between the oell and its environment* 
The permeation of many eolutea wM shown to be related to their 
lipid solubility and so the idea of the lipid plasma membrane was 
established* An early ohemioal fraotionation of the membrane from 
red blood cells was oarried out by Oorter and #rendel (1925) ♦ They 
found that the area occupied by the extraoted lipids Wien spread as 
a monowoleoular film on water was twioe the surface area of the total 
number of red cells used for the extraction* They oonoluded that the 
lipids were arranged às a bllayer with the polar ends of the moleoules 
oriented towards the aqueous environment and the apolar ends towards 
each other* . T . , .
; Hurfaoe tension studies showed that the values obtained at 
cell eurfaoes were oonslderably lower than was thought possible for 
a lipid surface and Banielli and Davson (1935) proposed a model in 
whioh the lipid core was sandwiched between leyerS of profeCin*
It has since been shown that the results of ^ rter and 
arendel were purely fortuitous (Bar at alt 19651 Westerman et al,
1962) and that phospholipids alone can produce low surfaoe tension 
values (Haydon and Taylor * 1963 ) but the concept of the bimoleoular 
lipid leaflet has received support from other sources* Electron 
micrographs of the myelin sheath of Schwann oells (Robertson, 1957) 
showed a trilaminar structure whioh was interpreted as a bimoleoular 
lipid leaflet with protein in the /^ -pleated sheet form on either side 
and some x-ray diffraction data from dispersions of isolated membranes 
(Engelman, I970) and calculations of the molecular dimensions of
phospholipidsf oholsstsrol and extsndsd protein ohains (Fiaesa,
1962) were oompetible with a bimoleoular lipid leaflet coated with 
protein#
Most of the early work was done with membranes which are 
probably atypical and it is only recently that membranes from oells 
other than red blood cells or Schwann cells have been isolated and 
chemically analysed# Recent reviews on the techniques for isolating 
plasma membranes include those by Warren and Oliok (1971)# Heville 
and Kahn (1974) and Wallaoh and Lin (1973)#
Analyses of membranes from many sources have confirmed that 
the major components are lipid and protein but the lipid protein 
ratio varies from cell type to cell type# Three classes of lipid 
are almost always present* neutral lipids, phospholipids and 
glyoolipids# Cholesterol and triglycerides ai©’ the main neutral 
lipids (Fleischer and Rousèr, I965* Ashworth and Green, 19661 
Weinstein et al, 19&9) while of the phospholipids phosphatidylcholine 
is predominant (Xlçnk and Ohoppin, 19691 Weinstein et al, 1969) with 
sphlngonyelin, phosphatidy 1-ethanolamine, ..inositol and -serine making 
up the bulk of the remainder* Glyoolipids mainly occur as glyoosylceramides 
and gangliosides* interest in glyoolipids has intensified in recent 
years since Hakamori and Murakami (1968) showed differences in the 
glyoolipids of normal and transformed cells# They foimd that the level 
of haematoaide was decreased in a line of HOC cells transformed with 
polyoma virus and this was accompanied by an increase in laotosylceramide, 
This has since been confirmed for a number of cell types transformed 
with different viruses (Oumar et al, 1970| Hakamori et al, 1971; Robbins 
and MaoPherson, 19711 Steiner and Melnick, 1974) and Robbins and 
MaoPherson also fouhd that the glyoolipid pattern of growing normal 
cells was similar to that of transformed cells# This has led to
speculation on the role of . glyoolipids in oontaot inhibition, of 
growth*
The role of proteina in rnembrame h&8 recently been the 
topic of coneiderabié disousslon and the eubjeot hàf bean ravrawéd 
by Guidottl (1972)* Gontroverey has oentrad round the poasibla 
presence of stmoturaX proteim in plaeaa and other dell membranea*
The oonoept of atruotnral protein was first anggemted by,#raah at al, 
(196I) who isolated a eaemingly enayiaatioally inaotiv# howogtnaous 
protein of 20^ 000-30,OOd molecular walÿit fro* beef heart mitoohondria* 
Hewavari as Wlnaier (tpto) points out,'whenever careful studies of 
solubiliicisd membrane proteins have been made an exaadingly hatarogeneoua 
group of some twenty different proteins is ravaalad# This example 
Illustrates the difficulties inherent in the aluoldation of the natura 
of membrane proteins, A major difficulty has been the insolubility 
of most membrane proteins in aqueous solutions# Current techniques 
for solubilisation include the use of deterganta such as sodium 
dodecyl sulphate organic solvents such as n»but4ttol and organic
. acids (Kaplan and Griddle, 1971)* Using these techniques in conjunction 
with polyacrylamide disc gel electrophoresis various studies on the 
Characterisation of membrane proteins have bean reported (Rosenberg 
ind Guidotti, 1969; Gahmberg, 1971; Rogg# 1974; Bussell and Robinson, 
973; Greenberg and GlickI 1972; Stone at al, 1974)* Although each 
ill type appears to have a unique electrophoretic pattern the range 
molecular weights (10,000-250,000) is similar*
Several groups have used membrane impermeable agents to - 
"•'“ exclusively label proteins on the outer surface -of the membrane 
(Oritohley, 1974; Gahmberg and Hakamori, 1973; Hogg, 1974; %nes,
1973)# These studies have revealed a high molecular weight protein
6 .
which 1# ««nsitlvw to trypiin and dleappe## m  transformation by 
onoogsnio vlmsos. This protein is possibly a specific fibroblast 
antigen (Huoslahti and Vsheri, 1974)#
The ensymio nature of the plasma membrane is well established# 
Hurwroue eniymio activities have been found essooiated with isolated 
membranes including an AfPase (Kamat and lallaoh, 19651 Bamelot and 
Bosf 1962)1 5* nucleotidase (Bln#%am and Burke, 1972; Bosmami et al,
1968; Gtthmberg and Simons, 1970), glycosyl transferases (Hobean and 
Bosmann, 1975; Lloyd and Oook, 1974), nucleotide pyrophosphatase 
(Toueter at al, 1970) and cyclic AMP phosphodiesterase (Russell and 
Pastan, 1973) but information on the arrangement of these ensymes 
in the membrane and their possible requirement for specific lipids 
is sketchy* lUrther work in this field could yield valuable clues 
as to the structure of the plasma membrane*
The classical model of the membrane took little account of the 
carbohydrate nàich is apparently present on the outer surface of the 
membrane# The presence of this carbohydrate has been demonstrated by 
various techniques* Several histological stains have been employed 
including the periodic aoid-Schiff (PA0) reaction (Rambourg at al, 1966; 
Gasic and Gaeic, 1963) or periodic aoid#silver methenamine (Rambourg 
and Iioblond, 1967)* Using the latter stain with electron microscopy 
Bambou% and leblond detected carbohydrate at the surface of 50 different 
types of rat cells implying that the presence of carbohydrate is the 
rule rather than the exception# Colloidal iron, colloidal thorium, 
colloidal ferric hydroxide and ruthenium red have been used to demonstrate 
the presence of acidic groups such as sialic acid in membranes*
The presence of carbohydrate at the cell surfaoe has also been 
demonstrated by treatment of intact oells with various ensymes.
Trypsin treatment' m l m m n  sialic hold■ containing' (Oook at WL, I960) 
and fuooQc containing (Warren et al, T9?2) glyeopoptldts from the 
surfaee of celle and treatment of Intaot oells ' with- neuraminidase 
reduces their electrophoretic mobility (Forester et ai, 1962| Kraemer, 
1966; Mngley and Ambrose, 196?| Ward and .Ambrose,- I969) ■preaumahiy 
due to the removal of sialic-acid# ■ ■.• ■•, .
, Plant lectins, specific'for certain sugar residues, have been 
used to chow differences in the surface components-; of'transformed'.'cells# 
The best characterised of these is the protein Isolated •from the Jack : 
bean, ooncanavaXln A* This protein has a high affinity for oarhohydrates 
containing o(-B#gluoopyrmosyl or x»D#mnnopyranosyl residues (Inhar and 
Sachs, 1969)# Other lectins which have been used inolude wheat germ 
agglutiiiln which binds to R#aoetyl*gluoosemine (Burger and Goldberg#
1967) and rloin which binds to /#galaotose residues (Kioolson and 
Laoorbiere, 1973)*
Lectin binding sites have been visualised by light mlorosoopy 
by oonju#ting the lectin with fluorescein isothiooyanate (Ghohan and 
Bachs, 1972) and by electron microscopy by oomplexlng either horse 
radish peroxidase (Bernhard and Avrsneas, 1971) or haomOoyanin (Smith 
and Revel, 1972) to lectins previously bound to oell surfaces* These 
techniques have been used to demonstrate the inhomogeneous distribution 
of lootin binding sites on the oell surfaoe and also their asymmetrical 
distribution between the inner and outer faces of the membrane (Kicolson 
and Singer, 1971)*
Bzperiments by Stock (1972) further emphasised the asymmetry 
of plasma membranes# Ho isolated human rod cell membranes in the form 
of right side out ghosts and inside out vesioles# Each membrane face
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oould be oeleotlvely reacted with probee whioh do not oroee the 
permeability barrier* Siallo acid and aoetylohollneeteraee were 
found only on the external face while a diaphoraae and glyoeraldehyde- 
3*phoephate dehydrogenaee were confined to the Internal face* The 
membrane phoepholipide may also be aeymmetrioal* Bret «cher (19?2) 
ehowed that erythrooytee have few lipid amino groups available on the 
outer sutfaoi and postulated that phosohatldyloholine and sphingomyelin 
are chiefly located in the outer half of the bilayer while phosphatidyl- 
serine and phosphatidylethanblamine are located in the inner half*
This evidence of asymmetry- is at variance with the classical 
model of membrane structure proposed by Danlelli and Bayson and other 
evidence which is inconsistent with a simple lipid bilayer coated with 
protein has been accumulated* Using the techniques of optical rotary 
dispersion ##d circular dichroism Wallaoh and SSShler (1966) and Lenard 
and Singer (i 966) fogmd evidence that a high percentage of membrane 
protein is present In helical formation as opposed to random coll or 
pleated sheet* Wallaoh and Sabler proposed that the protein in random 
coil was present on the surface while that in helical form was 
predominantly within the membrane* This was in agreement with the 
finding that interactions between membrane lipids and protein could 
be of a hydrophobic nature (benas, 1969) and that proteins can span 
the entire thickness of the membrane (Bretsober# 1971)* furthermore 
Branton (1969) demonstrated by a freese oleave technique the presenoe 
of globular structures in the interior of the membrane* The results 
from a number of experiments have indicated that these globular 
Structures are associated with protein* When isolated erythrocyte 
membranes are treated with trypsin these globular particles clump into 
irregular patterns* Marohesi et al (1971) have suggested that the
partioXes are normally anchored in the membrane pcaeibly by ether 
protéine that are hydrclyeed by trypein* Further evidence that at 
least acme protein ie embedded in the membrane ie euggeeted by the 
work of Phillips {1972) who shewed that three major glycoproteins 
of the erythrocyte membrane could not be iodinated by the laoto- 
perozidaae technique after trypelnieation but if they were labelled 
and then trypelnleed the iodine label was found associated with the 
membrane* This implies that a part of the protein is buried in thè 
membrane and so protected from ensymatlo hydrolysis* Thus the general 
oonsmsus emerges that# at least in the erythrocyte# eoiae parts of the 
membrane proteins are exposed at the surface while others are buried 
within the membrane*
The experiments of ÎTye and Bdidin (1)70) drew attention to 
the possibility that the plasma membrane is in a fluid state* Usii^ 
the indirect fluorescent antibody technique they followed the distribution 
of surface antigens in heterokaryons formed between mouse and hcman cells* 
The mouse and human antigens were detected by rhodamihe and fluorescein 
labelled antibody respectively* After 40 minutes at 37^ 0 the mouse 
and human antigens were completely intermixed* Frye and Edidin 
suggested four possible mechanisms to aocount for this intermixing! 
a rapid metabolic turnover of antigens# integration into the membrane 
of material from a cytoplasmic pool# movement of antigen into the 
cytoplasm and then into a new membrane site or diffusion of antibody 
in the plane of the membrane* Based on the results of experiments 
done at low temperatures or in the presence of metabolic inhibitors 
they favour the explanation that at 37^ 0 the membrane is fluid and 
antigens are free to diffuse but at temperatures below 15^0 the membrane 
is frozen and diffusion is inhibited*
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The addition Of antibody dlraotad against aurfaoa antigana 
oan Induoo a radlstvibution or o^applng^  of tb«i« antlgan# (Taylor 
ot al# 19T1| Edldin cmd V7alaa# 1972)* This phanomanon in not obsorvad 
If the experiments are performed at O^ G or if univalent antibody is 
used* These results oan bo explained by the antigens being free to 
diffuse at 37^ G and làow bivalent antibody is used oross-linking oan 
ooour roaulting in the formation of a cap.
Based on this resent experimental evidence Singer and lioolson 
(1972) suggested a model of membrane struoture whioh they called the 
«'fluid mosaic model*'. In this soheme of membrane struoture the membrane 
matrix is formed by a disoontlnuous lipid bilayer interrupted by 
interoalated amphipathio globular protein and glyooprotein oomponents. 
This model oan easily aoooaodate the physioal asymmetry-required by a 
membrane whioh is funotionally aeymmetrio# '
(ii) ÿorpfe<^lsgy,oy.the;..Ge3,|,Sc^ ^
The morphology of the oell surAwe way be important In adhesive 
intemotione. Sinoe oells are negatively oharged under physiologioal 
conditions a repulsive force will exist between them making close 
approach difficult# Ben#aw and Pethica (i960) have suggested that 
oells oould overcome this electrostatic resistanoe by putting cut 
narrow projections# These probes of low radius curvature wW%t receive 
sufficient Brownian energy to overcome the repulsion forces whereas a 
sphere of large radius would not. Gurtis (1967) however has argued 
that a miorcvillus connected to a oell would have to experience higher 
thermal energy than that calculated by Bangham and Pethioa for a freely 
mobile particle and also that it is unlikely that two microvilli will 
frequently be projected towards one another* They may however lessen 
the aeohanioal work involved in draining the gap between the two
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ftpproaohing eurfaoes* Furthermore miorographs have been published 
whioh appear to show interoellular miorovilltte contacte (Leeeepe,
1905 HpringwMille and Bliae# 1975) althou# these may be artifacts 
of the specimen preparation.
Bajaraman et al (1974), looking at cell to substrate adhesion# 
suggested that adhesion was effected by microvilli which only appeared 
at points of contact* Cells udiich had been left in a pellet had 
microvilli ever the whole surface* This evidence is wore suggestive 
of contact inducing the formation of microvilli rather than contact 
being made through microvilli althou^ O'Keill and î^ llett (1970) 
have produced evidence to the contrary* They found that the number 
of microvilli on the surface of BHK cells was characteristic of the 
cell density, cells from sparse cultures having a high number of 
microvilli and those from confluent cultures very few# and they 
proposed that miorcvillus formation may be Whibited by oell oontaot* 
These apparently oonflioting results oould be aooomodated by postulating 
that microvilli are formed all over the oell surfaoe but are withdrawn 
except at points of oontaot with either other oells or the substrate*
As extensive contacts are formed a ‘«sipping up** process takes place 
so that the microvilli are replaced by larger areas of oontaot* This 
would be in agreement with the observations of Curtis (1964)* Using 
interference microscopy he found that the oell-substrate separation 
remained fairly constant over large areas suggesting that the whole 
underside of the oell formed a single large attaohment site* The 
separation distance however was 10-20 m  and not the close moleoular 
oontaot that microvilli are proposed to make*
(ill) Cell Junetiona
Morphological studies of oell junctions are of importanoe 
when considering the mechanisms of oell adhesion# At least four
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morphologically different types of junction have been observed In 
electron aiorogrephet the semi# adherens# the eonula oooludene# 
the macula adherens (or deemoeome) and the gap junction*
In the aonula adherens there appeare to be a gap of at least 
10 na* Farquar and Pelade (1963) showed that haei^ i^ obin oould 
penetrate into the space between opposed plaemalemaae while Bright man 
(1965) showed that ferritin could penetrate into the interoellular 
gap* Permeation halted when the traoere reached the sonula oooludene# 
In the sonula ocoludens the opposing plasmalewmae appear to 
be in direct contact* From the work of Farquar and Paiade (1963) 
junctions of this type would appear to completely encircle oells 
but Brightman (1965) found that ferritin could bypass them*
In the macula adherens or desmosome plaemalemmae are 20 nm 
apart# The gap between is filled with dense staining material*
Bundles of microfilaments within the cytoplasm are asaooiated with 
this gap#
The gap junction appears to have an intercellular separation 
of 2 nm* Fraese oleave preparations of cells reveal a hexagonal array 
of subunits (Goodenough and Revel# 1970)# Lowenetein (1968) considers 
this to be the site of electrical coupling between cells*
The diversity of morphological contacts observed by electron 
microscopy suggests that there may be more than one adhesive mechanism# 
The different methods used to elucidate the mechanism of adhesion are 
probably not all looking at the same surfaoe property* This has been 
demonstrated by Gerehman (1970) who looked at four different techniques 1 
sorting out# electrophoretic mobility# aggregation rate and aggregate 
size as a function of embryo age and found different patterns with age 
for all four*
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(iv) Models of Adhesion
Most models of adhesion fall into one of three general 
oategories*-
1 * The bridging ayeteitt# There are two main olaasea of bridging 
eystem# In the first divalent oations, generally oaloium# bind to 
anionio groups on the opposing oell surfaoe* This method of adhesion 
has been favoured by Pethioa (1961) and Steinberg (I958), Support for 
this theory oomes from the observation that oaloium chelating agents 
can cause tissues to dissociate to single cells* In the second class 
macromolecules in the medium adsorb to the cell surfaoe and effect 
adhesion. Moscona has argued strongly in defenoe of this theory* He 
has further proposed that the bridging agents (or «♦cement**) may be 
speoific for each oell type (Moscona, I96I). The action of proteases 
in separating tissues has been cited as evidence for this cell cement 
theory.
2, Direct molecular contact. Tyler (1946) and Weiss (1947) proposed 
that cells could adhere by an antigen-antibody like complex. Hoseman 
(1970) has suggested that rather than antigen-antibody interactions 
an ensyme-subitrate complex could bind cells together# This theory 
was based on observations by Qppenheioor et al (I969) that the 
aggregation of trypsinised oells was dependent on the presence of 
L-glutamine indicating that the synthesis of glyoosidlo compounds was 
required for adhesion. Several other workers had observed that high 
levels of glucosamine hydrochloride Inhibited the formation of large 
aggregates of embryonic cells (Garber, 19631 Glaeaer et al, 1968). 
Subsequent work by Jamieson et al (1971) and Roth et al (1971) demonstrated 
the presence of glycosyl transferases at the cell surface of platelets 
and neural retina cells respectively.
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3# Long range forces# Curtis (i960) has proposed that adhesion is 
a consequence of the bulk properties of the membrane# He likens oell 
adhesion to the flocculation of lyophobio colloids* Dezyaguin and 
Landau (1941) and Versey and Overbeek (1943) formulated a theory of 
the stability of lyoi^ obio colloids in which electrostatic forces of 
repulsion act together with the London force of attraction# This 
theory is Commonly called the PLVO theory* This theory allows for 
non-adhesion or adhesion at two major separation distances due to 
the fact that electrostatic and London forces decline at different 
rates# At very small values of separation (less than 1 nm) the London 
force will always exceed the electrostatic force of repulsion and 
particles will be strongly attracted to eaoh other at this distance 
of separation in the primary minimum* However particles are nmrmally 
prevented from entering into such close contact due to the eleotrostatio 
barrier# At large separations (10-20 nm) the London foroe is again 
greater than the repulsive force and particles may adhere at this 
distance in the secondary minisum# If sufficient energy oan be 
Supplied by# for example# Brownian motion particles may overcome the 
eleotrostatio barrier and enter the primary minimum* Curtis (1967) 
has advanced the idea that the sonula adherens and the sonula ocoludens 
represent secondary and primary minimum situations respeotively*
Tests of these theories require measurements of oell adhesion 
and many experimental approaches have been evolved#
(v) Measurement of Adhesion
Adhesion has generally been measured by either the foroe 
required to break an adhesion or by the ability of single cells to 
form adhesions# There are difficulties inherent in both methods*
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measuring de-adhesion it ie difficult to separate the foroe 
required to break the adhesion from other forces involved such as 
that required for cell deformation (Weiss# 196I) and drainage (Ourtis, 
1962)# When looking at the formation of adhesions the cells have often 
been recently dissociated from complete tissues. Different disaggregaticn 
techniques will result in an uWmown amount of surface damage*
1 * Diapeysiott tachniauee. One #f the earliest methods for obtaining 
a semi-quant it at ive value for the adhesion of oells was that used by 
Dan (1936) who counted the number of echinoderm cells remaining on a 
glass plate after it had been subjected to gravity by inverting it#
Goman (1944) measured the force required to separate two adhering 
cells using microneédles# The microneedles were calibrated sc that 
the deformation of the needles gave a measure of the force required 
to separate the cells# This technique suffers from the defect that 
there is no way of Wowing how muoh energy is required to separate 
the cells and how much is involved in deforming the cells# Weiss 
(I96I) attempted to make measurements more quantitative by using a 
known shear rate to dislodge cells from a flat plate# However he 
used a parallel plate system to apply the shear vdiich results in a 
variation in shear from place to place over the sheet of cells#
Gail and Boone (1972) measured the percentage of cells removed from 
a flat surface by a blast of compiressed air# All of these methods 
involving removal of cells from a substrate are complicated by the 
fact that the degree of spreading of a cell probably influences its 
strength of attachment#
2# Aggregation techoiouea# The techniques used to study aggregation 
are based on the necessity to bring about cell encounters# These fall 
into two main categories#
a) Single cell suspensions are agitated in a manner likely
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to bring about ball oolllaiona*
b) Single cell euapeneiona are seeded on to prepared monolayers 
of oells*
Mosoona (1961) , Garber (1963) and Hu##reys (1963) aggregated 
oells in a gyratory ehakèr and measured the ' diameter of ' the aggregates 
that formed. The siae of an aggregate should in theory be related to 
the adhesiveness of the oells since as aggregates inorease in sise' 
shear will tend to pull oells off the aggregates* The greater the 
adhesiveness Of a oell the less likely is the «dianoe that it will be 
pulled off aM so the greater will be the diameter of the final aggregate* 
This approaoh implies that when the final aggregate sise has been reamked 
an inquilibrium situation will exist in whioh oells will be added and 
removed from the aggregate at the' same rate* Ourti# (1973) however 
has found that aggregates do hot appear to be in equilibrium, very 
hi^ shear rates being required to remove oells from preformed 
aggregates* This has beén oonfirmed by ËdSards (1973) who mixed 
labelled and unlabelled aggregates and found that no exohange ooourred 
between the two* These findings mean that the relationship between 
aggregate sise and adhesiveness is in doubt*
Curtis and Greaves (1965) introduoed the measurement of the 
rate of aggregation as a means of obtaining a quantitative measurement 
of adhesiveness* The'reasoning behind the technique is that the more 
adhesive a oell is then the greater is the ohanoe that a collision 
will result in the formation of an adhesion and so the hiitial rate 
of aggregation will be faster*
Two different methods of shaking have been used to generate 
collisions* reciprocating notion and gyratoty rotation# Roth and 
Weston (1967) used gyratory rotation to collect labelled single cells 
by preformed aggregates# Rather surprisingly they found that small
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aggregates collected more cella than large aggre^ t^ee and they 
attributed this to zoning of oells and clusters by size due to the 
gyratory action. Single cells and small olusters concentrated at 
the centre while large aggregates were found further out. This 
problem oan be avoided by using a reoiprooating shaker althou#*
Curtis (1969) has pointed out that in this system, as well as the 
gyratory shaker, shear rates will vary in different parts of the 
flask and that changes in viscosity of the medium will lead to 
changes in shear rate# Curtis (1969) introduced the use of the 
Couette visoometer# In this marine a laminar shear flow of known 
value oan be set up# An increase in the viscosity of the medium, 
whioh would reduce the shear rate, can be compensated for by increasing 
the power to the viscometer so that the shear rate remains constant# 
Using this instrument the aggregation kinetlos of cell suspensions can 
be measured under closely controlled conditions# With some oell types 
however problems of settling occur#
in all of these methods aggregation is assessed by periodic 
sampling and counting using either haemooytometry or electronic 
particle counting ( see Edwards, 1973, for a review) or continuously 
using ohanges in the transmission of light by the oell suspension as 
aggregation proceeds (Born, 1962; Jones and Morrison, 1969)#
The technique of monolayer collection was introduced by 
Walther et al (1973)* In this technique radioaotively labelled cells 
are seeded on to a confluent monolayer# At various time intervals 
non-adhering cells are washed off and the percentage adhering is 
calculated by counting in a scintillation counter# This technique 
has the advantage that the monolayers and the suspensions can be of 
different oell types so that specific adhesion can be investigated
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or the monolayer# and euapeneiona oan he treated in different weye.
(vi) Bioohemloal Studies
Using the above techniques attempt# have been made to 
distinguish between the various models of adhesion that have been 
postulated either by ensymio modification of the cell surfaoe or by 
changes in medium composition.
1 * Surfaoe charge and adhesion* If electrostatic forces of repulsion 
are involved in adhesion it would be expected that a reduction in the 
surfaoe potential of the cell would be accompanied by an inorease in 
cell adhesion# Oarrod and Gingell (1970) found a progressive decrease 
in electrophoretic mobility of cells of Dlotyostelium dlscoldeua as thy 
apprcaehed the aggregation stage. However they point out that although 
their results were always qualitatively the same they were quantitatively 
dissimilar, for example some cells had a higher surface charge density 
at six hours than others at twelve hours* Lee (1972) obtained similar 
results and also found that the reduction in charge was abolished by 
reagents whioh abolished cell aggregation# However under starvation 
conditions aggregation proceeded with no change in surface charge 
density and treatment of aggregated cells with disaggregating agents 
failed to alter their electrophoretic mobility*
Keuraminidase treatment removes sialic acid from the cell 
surface and so should result in a lowering of the surfaoe charge 
density# Berwi^ and Goman (1962) found that neuraminidase decreased 
the adhesion of buccal epithelial cells to glass but had no effect on 
cell to cell adhesion# McQuiddy wad Lilian (1971) also found that 
neuraminidase had no effect on the ag^gatlon of chick embryo neural 
retina cells# Kemp (1968) found that neuraminidase inhibited the 
aggregation of (Aiok muscle oells# Most other workers have found a 
stimulating effect# Lloyd and Cook (1974) showed that neuraminidase
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inoroased the aggregation of malignant rat oella* The etimulation 
wae rovereed by deelalyeed-agaiaoto fetuln and by deelalyeed bovine 
enbmaxillary «noin. These glyooprotelns aleo acted ae aooeptove for 
alalyl- and galaotoeyl-traneferaeee* Baaed on these reeulte they 
propoaed that nenramlnldaee Inoreaaea aggregation by generating 
aooeptor eltee for oell aurfaoe traneferaaea* VlOker and Edward*
(1972) reported that neuraaittidaee inoreaaed the aggregation of BgK 
oella but had little effect on a polyoma tranaforsaed derivative# Theae 
rather oontradlotory reaulta ar^ i# againat a purely elaotroatatlo 
explanation although aeveral worker# have pointed out that removal of 
equal amount* of aiallo aold from different oell type# doea not 
neoeaaarily oauae an equal reduction in their awface charge# Wallaoh 
and Saandi (1964) discovered that treatment of three tumour cell types 
with neuraminidase led to the removal of similar amounts of siallo aold 
but reduced the electrophoretic mobility of one type linearly with 
linear release of siallo aold, reduced that of another sharply until 
a oertain amount of sialic acid was removed vhen there was no further 
change and had no effect on that of the third# Similar observations 
were made with the solid and ascites forma of some tumours# Weuramlnidase 
removed similar amounts of sialic aold from both but only reduoed the 
surfaoe oharge of the aaoites oells (Kojlma and Kaekawa, 1972; Cook 
et al, 1963)# These results imply that some molecules of siallo aold 
contribute only partially, or not at all, to the electroklnetlo 
properties of the cells or removal of sialic acid may alter the 
conformation of the plasma membrane and ohange the contribution of 
other charged species to the elaotroklnetic potential of the cells#
Thus ohanges In adhesion following neuraminidase treatment cannot be 
aaaumed to be due to a reduction in the surface oharge of the oell 
unless the eleotrophoretie mobility of the oell has also been measured*
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Divalent oatIona are believed to exert their effect on 
adhesion by virtue of their ability to reduce the magnitude of the 
net negative oharge at the oell surfaoe (see Curtis, 1962, 1966)#
Dan (1947) measured the seta potential of eohinoderm eggs and found 
that inoreaeing the oonoentration of cations lowered the seta potential 
and increased their adhesion to a flat plate# Increasing the divalent 
cation oonoentration has aO.sc been shown to deorease the separation 
distance between oells and substrate (Curtis, 1964)* Lowering the 
cation concentration inoreased the separation distance and Gurtis has 
proposed that these results oan only be explained by the hypothesis 
that electrostatic foroes of repulsion act in controlling cell adhesion* 
Other workers have proposed that cations may act as bridges between 
oells (Pethioa, I96I; Armstrong and Jones, 1968). Armstrong (I966) 
examined the effsot of calcium, magnesium, strontium and barium on oell 
adhesion# He suspended embryonic chick limb bud cells in concentrations 
of the ions that would bring the cell surface to a chosen oharge density# 
When the cells were aggregated at these concentrations they did hot 
show equal adhesiveness, magnesium being more effective than oaloium 
which was more effective than either strontium or barium# He oonoluded 
that an eleotrostatio explanation could not aocount for his observations# 
Curtis (1973) has pointed out however that the higher concentrations 
of magnesium and oaloium used would result in the extent of double­
layer repulsion being reduced in these media allowing close approach 
of the cells# In another paper Armstrong and Jones (1968) reported 
that calcium specifically protected the tissues of Rana nlplens embryos 
from dispersal by EDfA. Magnesium, barium and strontium ions at the 
same concentration were less effective* However if Stern-layer 
adsorption of calcium is stronger than that of the other ions an 
electrostatic interpretation could be applied# Collins (1966) has
an
shotin that hlwdiiag of oaloihm dioea taka plaea in ohlok
neural retina oella.
Cations may of ooùràa ha rèqulfad for intvaoallular reactiona 
which have a saoOndafy affect on aChealcn such aa activation of an 
actoaycain syatam Wnaath the mamhrane, or of aomO anayma ayatam or 
they may ha involved in the hicaynthaài# of call surfaoe oon^ onahta* 
Hahinovitoh and Da Stafano (1973) have shown that manernnesa atimlatas 
the adhesion and spreading of safooma cell* on serum coated i^ as* and 
have pro3^ *ed that this may ha due to aanganasa activation of a 
nuolaotida oyolasa or to an inhihitory action on calcium fluxes* It 
may ha of ralavanoa that some glyoosyl transferases are activated hy 
manganese*
2i Hataholio inhihitors# Many paper* have haen produced which show 
that call adhesion is apparently dependant upon a metabolic process# 
Mosoona (I96I) found that trypsin dissociated chick embryo cells 
would not aggregate in the cold or in thé presence of puromycin 
(Mosoona and Mosoona# 19*3) and proposed that metabolism was required 
for the synthesis of a bridging molecule# Ourtis (19#)) however showed 
that cells dissociated with BDTA would aggregate in the cold in serum 
free medium* In the presence of horse serum the aggregation of the 
same cells was inhibited* A factor was purified from horse serum 
(Curtis and Ghreaves# 19%) #ich inhibited aggregation at low temperatures 
but not at 37^ 0 and Ourtis and Greaves concluded that this factor was 
responsible for the lack of adhesion observed by MOscona* They further 
postulated that the factor was destroyed by cell metabolism at 37^ 0* 
Mosoona and Mosoona (19d6) found however that in their system serum 
had no effect# Therefore trypsih treatment sSems to be the determining 
factor in whether or not cells will aggregate in the presence of
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metabolic inhibitors* This theory is supported by the findings of 
many other workers* îSdwards end Campbell (1970 showed that 
trypsinised BHK eells would not aggregate in the oold and TZeiss 
and Maslow (1972) found that the aggregation of freshly trypsinised 
cells was more sensitive to oyolohexiwide than that of cells which 
had been given time to recover* Furthermore Olaeser et al (196$) 
reported that the aggregation of trypsin dissociated cells was 
inhibited by puromycin whereas that of cells dissociated with BDTA 
was not* These results suggest that trypsin damages the cell surface* 
Trypsin has been shown to release maoromolecules containing amino 
sugars mà sialic acid presumably from the cell surface (Snow and 
Allen, 1970$ Winsler# I967; Gook et al# i960) and there is also some 
evidence that it can cause a redistribution of proteins in the membrane 
(Micolson, 1972)* The question remains whether trypsin is causing 
non-specific damage to the cell surface idiioh must be repaired before 
adhesion can ensue or whether it is releasing molecules specifically 
required for adhesion from the surface*
3* Aggregation factors* Aggregation promoting factors have been 
isolated from the disaggregation medium after the dispersal of cells, 
from the culture medium in which cells have been grown, from isolated 
plasma membranes and from serum* It Is often assumed that all of these 
factors originated in the cell surface and a certain amount of evidence 
has accumulated which supports these assumptions* It has been reported 
that growing and non^ growing cells synthesise similar amounts of 
membrane material (Warren and Gliok, 19#)# In growing oells the 
new material is incorporated with a net gain in membrane whereas in 
non-growing cells incorporation is accompanied by a corresponding 
amount of membrane material appearing in the medium* A similar finding 
was reported by Hubbard nnd Çohn (1975)* They labelled proteins on the
external surface of the membrane of 1 cells with 125*lodlne and 
found that of the label was released into the medium within
24 hours# Most of the labelled material was degraded to amino acids 
but a small amount remained as acid insoluble material# Kapeller 
et al {1973) have suggested that trypsin releases material from the 
surface which is similar to the material released during normal 
turnover# This suggestion was based on their observations that 
glucosamine labelled maoromolecules released by trypsinlsatlon had 
similar profiles on DBAB cellulose as material released into the 
medium during normal cell culture# Results from experiments such 
as Kapeller'^ s may have to be reassessed however since the discovery 
that commercial preparations of 14C-#gluoosamine bind non-ensymioally 
to macromoleoular components in serum# Angello and H«%schka (1974) 
found that the chromatographic profile of culture medium which had 
been exposed to 140-gluoosamine in the absence of cells was very 
similar to the profile of trypsin released cell surface material and 
culture medium in vdiioh cells had been grown for 24 hours#
Further evidence that material is released from the cell 
surface into the medium can be found in the studies of fiuoslahti 
et al (1973) and Huoslahti and Vaherl (1974) vhioh describe an antigen 
that is exposed at the surface of fibroblasts and is also present in 
homologous serum* 9&is antigen can be released from the surface by 
mild trypsinisatiott#
Several workers have described cellular exudates which may 
be involved in cell adhesion# Gells will attach to clean glass very 
rapidly and are resistant to removal by trypsin or EDTA (Takelchi, 
1971)# After incubation at 37*9 for 24 hours they are easily detached
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by these agente. They are also easily dataohad when the aubetrate 
has been pretreated with oohditibned medium* These results suggest 
that it is an extraoellular material produoed by the oell that is 
sensitive to trypsin# Taylor (1961) observed a similar phenomenon 
and proposed that attaohaent to oXean glass, which is Independent of 
cationst is due to strong Van der Waal's attraction but that attachment 
to serum coated substrates is by a bridging mechanism involving protein 
molecules and cations* The production of this exudate may be dependent 
on cell contact as NaslOw and teiss (1972) have reported that Bhrlioh 
ascites cells will release 5l-chroaiu« làen they are adhèrent to a 
fibroblast monolayer* if adhesion is prevented by gentle agitation 
then the release of $1*ohromium is considerably diminished#
lilien (I960) found aggregation promoting material (ATM) in 
the growth medium of several cell types* Antisera against this material 
agglutinated Cells that had been treated with APN which implies that 
ATM is bound tC the oell surface# A third component also seems to be 
neoessary before stimulation of aggregation ooours (Dalsamo and lilien, 
1974a)# This is demonstrated by the use of mixtures of live and dead 
cells* GlUtaraldehyde fixed cells do not aggregate even in the presenoe 
of AM# If however cells are treated with ABI then fixed with 
glutaraldehyde they will enhance the aggregation of unfixed cells* 
balsàmo and Lilian have suggested that this third oomponent is labile 
and must be synthesised continuously#
Peisao and Pefendi (1972a) have suggested that these factors 
may be hyaluronic acid# They have isolated factors, from conditioned 
medium and from serum, that induce the aggregation of mouse lymphoblasts# 
These factors are inactivated by hyaluronidase and hyaluronio aoid
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itself will promote the sggregstion of these oells*
The footers sppesr to he wttOOpolysSQOhsrides with s moleoulsr 
weight of shout 10 dsltons with hysluronio sold as s major oomponent#
The regulated release of hyaluronate has also been implicated in the 
control of morphogenetic events (Toole et al, 1972) which may be 
related to changes in cell adhesion#
Many of the factors cited in the literature have been shown 
to specifically enhance the aggregation of one cell type* Attempts 
have been mSde to elucidate the chemical basis of this apparent 
speoificity* Mosoona (1963) and Humphreys (1963) reported that oells 
of the sponges Mlcroclona orollTera and Hallclona ooculatQ would 
aggregate in the cold if they were mechanically dispersed but not if 
they were Chemically dispersed in medium lacking calcium and magnesium*
The addition Of supematent from the chemical dissociation procedure 
to chemically dissociated cells promoted their aggregation in the cold# 
They proposed that some fact or, normally involved in intercellular 
adhesion, was released during the chemical dissociation procedure and 
could be re-adsorbed by dissociated cells permitting them to reaggregate# 
These faotors exhibited speCies Specificity in as much as they supported 
the aggregation of homologous cells but not heterologous oells* Humphreys 
(1965) has described the isolation of a factor from Mioroeiona proliféra 
which contained carbohydrate and protein in rou^ly equal amounts with 
a particle diameter of 100-300 Jl and a molecular weight of 10^ * Margoliash 
et al (1965) isolated factors from both Mioroeiona proliféra and 
Hallclona oooulata and found, in agreement with Aiusphreys, that both 
preparations contained Carbohydrate and protein# These factors however 
had a particle diameter of only 20*25 t and a minimum moleoular weight 
of 13,000# Mosoona (1963) has argued that it is the carbohydrate moiety
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of those faotors that is reeponsibls for their speoifiolty on the 
grounds that their aggregation promoting aotivity was destroyed by 
periodate* Unfortunately periodate pan also affeot protein structure 
(Oasic and Galanti, I966)* ,
Two different.strains of the fresh water sponge Bohydatla 
fluviatilis produce faotors that inhibit the aggregation of 
heterologous cells and stimulate the aggregation of homologous 
cells (Curtis and Van de Vyver, 1971)* These cells show no specificity 
of adhesion, the level of adhesiveness of each cell type being controlled 
by the factors* Curtis and De Houea (1973) have isolated factors from 
B açd T lymphocytes which have no effect on homologous cells but greatly 
feduce the adhesiveness of the heteyologous cells# %cm the dose 
response curves for these factors Curtis and De Sousa have proposed 
that the faotors are altering surface oojsponents rather than binding 
to the cell surface# _
Ihotors showing age specificity rather than species specificity 
have also been reported# Kuroda (1968) showed that liver oells from 
seven day embryos produced larger aggregates than cells from eighteen 
day embryos* A superaatent fraction from seven day liyer cells 
enhanced the agrégation of cells at the same stage but had no effect , 
on eighteen day cells# gupernatents from eighteen day cells had no , , , 
effect on the aggregation of either seven day or ei^teen day cells.
Several theories have been proposed for the mode of action of 
aggregation promoting factors # They may promote aggregation by induoing 
the synthesis of intercellular material or they may be substances 
released from the surface of the cell and their aggregation promoting 
action is cauKed a net increase in their number at the cell surface 
or they may cause conformâtional changes at the oell surface leading to 
the exposure of adhesive sites# Balsamo and Lillen (1974b) have found
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that the binding of their ABI is tissue type speoifio «wd the binding 
ourvee reveal a cooperative effeot# They suggest that the oooper&tive 
effect ia indicative of a confi#raticnal change ©ceuriag at the cell 
surface# This is supported by the observation that AIM inhibits the 
capping of rapc-con A reoeptors(MoDonou@h and |ilientt9?5)# If these 
factors originated in the ceil surface their purpose may be to naintain 
the surface in a configuration such that stable contacts can be made» 
ressac and pefendi(1972b) have produced evidence that factors 
bind to speoifio receptors on the ceil surface* They selected murine 
cell lines which did not aggregate* One of these lines(F38S) could 
aggregate in the presence of a factor from an aggregating cell line* 
They proposed that P30S cells did not produce factors but did possess 
receptors* Another line(H2) produoed factors but did not aggregate 
and they suggested that H2 had very few receptors* Bather évidence 
that faotors and receptors are distinct entities is that factors are 
resistant to trypsin whereas receptors are sensitive, factors are more 
sensitive to treatment with cyolohexlmide than receptors and finally 
factors arc inactiWed by hyaluronidase whereas incubating P388 «oils 
with this enayme does not decrease their ability to aggregate in active 
conditioned media*
Several workers have looked at the effect of isolated plasma 
membrane fractions on cell àM^egation* The results, however, are 
contradictory and difficult to interpret* Rosenberg et al(1969) 
reported that membranes isolated from chick liver cells enhw^ oed the 
clumping of other chick liver cells# The opposite result was obtained 
by Morrell and alaser(19T3) who isolated membranes from chick neural 
retina and cerebellum cells* Membranes bomd speoifloally to their own
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oell typos and inhibited their aggregation, The initial rate of 
aggregation of control oells reported in this paper is moh highe# than 
that observed by other woAers for the same system however so other 
factors may be involved* Neuraminidase treated plasma membranes from 
160 oells enhanoed the aggregation of 160 oells particularly in the 
presence of neuraminid#se{Lloyd and Cook,1974)# Many interpretations 
could be placed on these results* Membranes msy enhance aggregation 
by acting as multivalent ligands or membrane vesicles may be incorporated 
into the cell surface by fusion thereby increasing the number of adhesion 
sites# Inhibition of aggregation could occur if membrane fragments 
bound to adhesive sites on the cells and competitively inhibited the 
attachment of other Cells* Since the mechanism of adhesion is unknown 
it is difficult to predict which of these possibilities is the more 
l^ely and so few real conclusions can be drawn from the above wortc#
4# The role of surface carbohydrate* .Bhridence that surface hetero- 
saccharides may be involved In adhesion has com from the work of 
Oppenheimer et al(1969) who found that mouse teratoma cells would 
aggregate in complete culture medium but not in Hanks! balanced salts 
solution* If l-'gltttamine was added to the Hanks' solution aggregation 
proceeded* Ibrthermore the cells would not aggregate in complete medium 
from which Imglutarnine had been omitted. These woiricers suggested that 
the amino acid was required for the synthesis of cell surface amino 
sugars involved in intercellular adhesion* This theory was supported 
by the observation that ]>#gluoosamine and B-mannosine could replace 
Imglutarnine but other interpretations are also possible* Hexcsamines 
may be required to repair the cell surface and maintain it in a suitably 
adhesive state without being part of the actual adhesive species# 
Furthermore this cell type easy be an exceptional case in its requirement
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for Ii-giutamine# Other cell types have been shown to aggregate 
in medium lacking it {Hdi»rd« and Campbell, 1971)*
The administration of simple sugars to cells in culture may 
modify the carbohydrate ctswonents of the cell surface and alter 
cellular adhesiveness* Hiski (196I) fed a solution of glucosamine 
to the larvae of Drcsonhila melaneaaster and found that this decreased 
the adhesiveness of haemclym$dK cells and Garber (1963) reported that 
this sugar also inhibited the aggregation of trypsin dissociated 
embryonic chiok neural retina and liver cells* It was concluded 
from these experiments that glucosamine inhibits the synthesis of 
surface materials involved in adhesion* Glucosamine has been shown 
to have several other effects on cellular metabolism however* Hoyd 
and Kei^ (1971) showed that the reduced aggregation of chiOk muscle 
cells was accompanied hy increased respiration and changes in the 
adenine nucleotide ratio* It can not be assumed therefore that 
changes in adhesion are directly related to a diminished glycoprotein 
synthesis*
Preparations of muooproteins have also been found to inhibit 
adhesion (Allen and liinnikitt, 1975)* These authors reported that a 
preparation of mucoprotein from pig gastric mucus would bind equally 
well to BHK, lyBHIC and EeLa cells* The binding wss temperature and 
cation dependent and heavy trypsinisation of the cells reduced their 
binding capacity* This same gastric mucoprotein inhibited the 
adhesion of single cells to a monolayer* Similarities in the binding 
of the gastric mucoprotein to cells and the adhesion of cells to 
monolayers led the authors to propose that the same type of interactions 
were involved in both processes although the nature of these interactions 
is unknown*
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The cellular slime moulds have bsea widely used in cell 
edheeion studies because cf the two distinct phases in their life 
eyelet a non social veg|tativs ibase and a cohesive phase Wiich is 
initiated under conditions of starvation* Rosen at al (1974) have 
isolated carbohydrate binding proteins from two cf these slime mouldst 
Biotyostelium disccideum and Polysphondylium pallidum# The proteins 
are assayed uy their ability to agglutinate erythrocytes and have the 
following properties# they are present on the cell surface; they are 
present when the cells are differentiated to a cohesive state but absent 
when thé cells are not cohesive| addition of the purified protein 
promotes cell cohesion; sugars which react with the active site of the 
molecule block both spontaneous and induced cell cohesion* These 
findings indicate that the proteins médiate cell adhesion* The authors 
have also proposed that the proteins are specific for their own cell 
type as the precise reactivities of the protein from P* oallidum 
differ from those of the protein from D# disccideum# The acquisition 
of aggregative competence by D* discoldeum is also accompanied by 
quantitative changes in the icdinabllity of their surface proteins 
(Smart and Hynes, 1974) one of which may be the protein described 
above.
Carbohydrate binding plant lectins have been widely used for 
studies on the structure of the cell surface and several workers have 
turned their attention to the effects of these lectins on cellular 
adhesion* Orinnell (1973) found that oonoanavalin A increased the 
strength of attachment of BKK cells to a plastic substrate# The cells 
became less sensitive to detaohment by physical shear, trypsin or 
BPTA. The effects were reversed by 31#gluoose or oA*aethyl-I>-gluooside* 
Pre-treatment of the substrate with conA also increased the strength of
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attaohttsnt* Grianell has suggested that this effect may be due to 
direct cross linking of the cells to the substrate#
The results obtained by workers using ’♦monovalent*' oonA are 
somewhat contradictory, Evans and Jones (1974) Found that it inhibited 
aggregation whereas Steinberg and Oepner (1973) reported that it had 
no effect on either aggregation or sorting out# These experiments are 
rather unsatisfactory because the true state of the conA Is uhknown. 
Divalent con A is known to induce clustering of the conA receptors 
probably by cross linking (Edelman et al, 1972)# The conA in the above 
experiments was rendered monovalent by trypsinisation which probably 
results in a mixture of monovalent and divalent molecules# It is more 
likely that the inhibition observed by Evans and Jones is caused by a 
conformational change in the membrane rather than conA binding to 
receptors which are directly involved in adhesion* Similar experiments 
with sucoinyl conA, which Is believed to be truly monovalent (Gunther 
et al, 1973), may help to resolve this problem.
Hoseman (1970) has outlined a mechanism by idiioh complex 
carbohydrates at the cell surface could mediate the formation of 
intercellular adhesions# He has suggested that cells could interlink 
by the foration of emyma-iubstrate complexes, the ensyme on one cell 
surface reacting with the substrate on a second oell surface. The 
ensymes and substrates he proposes are glyoosyl transferases and 
complex oarbohydratOs# In this system adhesions would be temporary, 
their duration being determined by the supply of sugar nucleotides# 
Speoificity of adhesion could be introduced into the system by cells 
having different transferases showing a hi#% degree of specificity for 
particular acceptors*
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The Investigations of Roth et al (1971) demonstrate that 
some glyooyl transferases are located in the plasma membrane. Intact 
chick neural retina cells were able to catalyse the transfer of 
radioaotively labelled galactose from UDQP-galootoss to high molecular 
weight endogenous acceptors. Variations In this surface activity 
following infection with oncogenic viruses have been reported by a 
number of workers (Bosmann et al, 1974; Grimes, 1970; Warren et al, 
1972), and Roth and White (1975) showed that non-adhesive 3T12 cells 
could glyoosylate receptors on the same cell surface whereas the 
adhesive 3T3 cells could only transfer galactose to receptors on 
adjacent cell surfaces* McLean and Bosaann (1975) found increased 
glyoosyl transferase activity when (+) and (-) gas#tes of 
Qhlawydomonasi rheinhardli ware mixed. Mixtures of vegetative oells 
did not show any increased activity. Most of the activity appeared 
to reside in the flagellar membranes* Differences in the activities 
of a glucosyl transferase and a galactcsyl transferase have also been 
found in clumping and non-clunq)ing strains of Aoanthamoeba oastellanii 
(Hoover, 1974)*
Transferases need not be involved in adhesion however* They 
may simply be involved in synthesising oomplex oarbohydratee necessary 
for adhesion or their activity may be the result of adhesion rather 
than the cause*
Apart from their postulated role in oell adhesion glyoosyl 
transferases have been inplioated in Haemostasis* Jamieson et al 
(1971) have provided evidence which indicates platelet-collagen 
adhesion is brought about by gluoosyl transferases on the platelet 
membrane reacting with Imoomplete carbohydrate chains in collagen and 
Dosmann (1972) has proposed that platelet aggregation is initiated by
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a sialyl transferase on, the i>latelet aurfaoe# He also find# 
neuraminidase activity associated with the platelet which he postulates 
regenerates acceptor sites for the sialyl transferase. Adhesion is 
therefore maintained by a cyclic reaction#
Surface heterosaooharides may he involved in cell recognition 
.rather than oell adhesion* Glycoproteins and glyoolipids could easily 
provide the cell with a wide range of different molecular structures 
ideally suited for recognition processes# The diversity of structure 
can arise thrqu^ i differences in sequential arrangements and by 
branching in the oligosaccharide units*
Evidence has accumulated from a number of sources which 
supports the idea that the integrity of surface oligosaooh&rides is 
important in cellular recognition# Gasio and Gaaio (1962) Injected 
mice with neuraminidase and then with asoitio cells* They were able 
to demonstrate that the neuraminidase treatment reduced the number of 
métastasés in these mice compared to the controls* Neuraminidase 
also alters the homing properties of rat lymphocytes (Woodruff and 
Gesner, 1968), Treatment with this enzyme causes the cells to acouwulate 
in the liver rather than in the lymph nodes and spleen#
The involvement of glycoproteins in recognition is further 
reinforced by experiments on the clearance of maorowoleouloa by the 
liver, frioer and Ashwell (19?1) have shown that rat liver plasma 
membranes will bind dasialysed orosomuoold and Rogers and Eornfield 
(ip'n) found that if a deaialysed glycopeptide was llriked to lyso^ rme 
or albumin and injected into rats, it was rapidly removed from the 
circulation* Removal of galactose from the glycopeptide prevented 
this clearance#
The response of oells in culture to simple sugars was investigated 
by Cox and Gesner {I965)* They discovered that L-fUoose altered the 
growth and morphological appearance of 3T3 oells and D-mannose had a
similar effect with BÔ0-1 cells. The authors suggest that the sugars
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are binding to speoifio ooewlèmentery sites on thé oell surfaoe end 
miinioking oell oonteot*
One system in whloh intereotion by oompl^ mentsry glyoosubstenoes 
has been oleerly denonstreted is the meting of opposite types of the 
y east Hansennla wlngei (Orandell and Brook, 196$)* The authors were able 
to isolate an agglutinating factor from the surfaoe of one strain of 
yeast whioh was neutralised by a speoifio oell surfaoe component from 
the second strain# Both the agglutinin mid the neutraliser were 
glyooproteitts*
5# Fibrillar systems and adhesion* An abundance of cytoplasmic fibres 
such as miorotubuleSf miorofilaments and filaments charaotarise the 
ultrastruoture of many cultured oella(Goldman and Knipe,19T3)* These 
organelles have been implicated in many biological prooesses inoluding 
the shaping of #11# during spreading(Goldman «md Knipe,1973)f intra­
cellular transport in fibroblasls(Ck>ldman and Follett#l969)# the 
maintenance of the polarity of fibroblasts(Vasiliev at #1,1970) and oell 
looo»otion(luduena and Vessels)1973)* Borne recent expérimente have 
indicated that these fibrillar systems may also be involved in oellular 
adhesion# cytochalasin B has been shown to inhibit the aggrégation of 
blood platelets(whlte#1971 # Haslam,1972| Kay and Fudenberg,1973), 
limpet haemocy tea (Jones and Partridge,1974) and the attaohment of BHK 
calls to a substrate(Grinnell,1974# Gail and Boone,1972)# The effects 
of cytochalasin B have been attributed to its ability to disrupt 
miorofilaments(Weasels et #1,1971)* These miorofilaments appear to 
be Identical to muscle actin both with respect to the molecular weight 
of the isolated protein (Spudich, 1974) and their ability to bind heavy 
meromyosin (MoNUtt et al, 1973; Perdue, 1973; Goldman and Knipe, 197&)* 
P.O#T*Jones (1966) suggested a theory of cell adhesion involving a
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aontractile system below the looiabrand based on hie own observations 
and those of B*M*Jones (1966) that AfP inhibited and ADP stimulated 
oell aggregation* He prposed that a oontraotile system oould oause 
folding of the membrane thereby changing the negative charge per unit 
surface area# These changes in surfaoe charge would lead to changes 
in the electrostatic forces of repulsion and oould in this way change 
the adhesiveness of the cells#
%e presence of myosin at the cell surface has also been 
reported by a number of workers* Cwynn et al (1974) detected a 
myosin-like protein at the surfaoe of chick embryonic muscle cells 
using antibody raised against sim^ oth muscle myosin labelled with 
peroxidase and Willin#tam at al (1974) found myosin at the surfaoe 
of &-oells with fluorescein labelled antisera to 1929 oell myosin#
This antissra could also agglutinate I-celle* Allison (1973) however 
using similar techniques could find no evidence of myosin at the cell 
surface but he found strong fluorescence in the peripheral cytoplasm 
beneath the membrane#
The evidence for actomyosin-like systems acting in cell adhesion 
is therfore rather tenuous at the present moment# Ko doubt further 
experiments will help to clarify the situation especially with respect 
to experiments with cytochalasin B« As mentioned earlier this compound 
is believed to diempt miorofilaments but some oell surfaoe activities 
also appear to be iWiibited for example glucose transport (Zigmond and 
Hirsohf 1972) and mucopolysaccharide synthesis (Sanger and Holtaser, 1972) 
either cf which could have and effect on adhesion*
If the evidence for the involvement of miorofilaments in 
adhesion is tenuous, that for microtubules is even more so# Cyclic 
AMP apparently strengthens the attachment of cells to a substrate 
(Johnson and Pastan, 1972; Orinnell, 1973; Shields and Pollock, 1974), 
Bhields and Pollock found that colcemid reverses this effect and
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proposed that oyolio AMP had Its effect by atabilialng miorctubule»* 
Berlin et al (1974) suggested that the «cbillty of membrane proteins 
in the plane of the membrane is controlled through their attachment 
to a cytoplasmic fibrillar network and ooiohicine disrupts this 
network thereby releasing these membrane proteins# Part of the 
function of this netiwirtc may be to keep the oell surfaoe in a suitable 
conformation for cellular interactions# Waddell et al (1974) have 
suggested another role for microtubule# in adhesion based on their 
findings that colchicine and vinblastine Inhibit the aggregation of 
BHK cells# They have proposed that the surface membrane must constantly 
be replaced for adhesions to be maintained and that this new membwkne 
is transported to the surfaoe by way of fiiiorotubttles#
6# Miscellaneous observât ions# Many other agents have been tested 
for their effects on adhesion# Sulphydryl binding reagents inhibit 
the attaohment of BHK cells to plastic (Grinnell et al, 1973) and 
abolish the aggregation of chibk liver and kidney cells, (George and 
Hao, 1975)# These effects can be reversed by the addition of cysteine* 
Grinnell et al (1973) also found fewer sulphydryl binding groups in 
attached cells than in suspended cells and prcpcsed that this is due 
to the sulphydryl groups being actively involved In the adhesive bond* 
Cationic anaesthetics will also inhibit the adhesion of cells 
to a substrate (Rabinovitch and Da Stefano, 1974)* These same drugs 
block several processes which appear to be dependent on membrane 
motility such as the capping of lymphocyte surface macrcraoleoules 
(Ryan et al, 1974) and Rabincvitch and Be Stefano postulate that 
inhibition of adhesion is a consequence of inhibition of membrane 
motility by the drugs#
Oell adhesion may be dependent on the state of the plasma
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membrane lipids and for this ramson agents which change the lipid 
composition of the membrane ahva been tested for their effect* Hex 
et al (1974) observed that dense cultures of Aoanthamoeba oastellanii 
had an increased phcspholipase A activity# Gells from these cultures 
spontaneously aggre^ted into multicellular masses* They found that 
the addition of lysolecithin to sparse cultures would induce the 
aggregation of these oells* Gurtis et al (1975) found the opposite 
result with chick neufal retina cells* In this system phospholipase A 
diminishes the adhesiveness of the cells and the effect can be mimicked 
by the addition of lysoliplds* In the same paper the authors report 
that cells will rapidly incorporate exogenous fatty acids into their 
plasma membranes* Incorporation of long chain fatty> acids leads to 
increased aggregation while short chain acids decrease it. These 
results cm be explained in several ways* changes in membrane fluidity 
may affeot the aggregation of membrane proteins involved in adhesion 
or the eleotrodyaamic forces between membranes may be altered leading 
to alterations in intermembrane forces of attraction and thereby cell 
adhesion* Alternatively the activity of a membrane bound ensyme may 
be altered* Several membrane ensymes are known to require particular 
phospholipids for activity and fatty acid specificity may be as 
important as the specificity of the head group# The speoifio activity 
of a sialyl transferase is increased when Eela oells are incubated in 
the presence of short chain fatty acids (Simmons et al, 1975) and the 
possible involvement of glyoosyl transferases in adhesion has previously 
been discussed*
It ia obvious from this review that the mechanism by which 
cells adhere to each other is still a matter for speculation* Many 
of the results are contradictory and there is no unequivocal evidence 
in favour of any one model*
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This' present investigation has been undertaken in an effort 
to oharaoterise the moleoular speoies at the oell surfaoe involved in 
adhesion* Edwards et al (1971) have previously shown that the 
aggregation of BHK 013 Oells is altered when the oells are transformed 
with polyoma virus* However transformation of mammalian oells by 
onoogenio viruses is also aooompanied by loss of oontaot inhibition 
of growth, changes in the composition of the glycoproteins and 
gXyoolipids of the cell surface, increased agglutihability with 
lectins, changes in the intracellular levels of cyclic AMP and changes 
in the levels of glyoosyl transferase activities, but whether a change 
in any one of these properties inevitably leads to changes in the others 
is unknown* Thafefore a changé in any one leading to a change in 
adhesion does not necessarily mean that that property is involved in 
the mechanics of cell adhesion# It was considered that a fruitful 
approach to the resolution of this problem would be the isolation of 
adhesive variants from cells that had not previously been in contact 
with oncogenic viruses* Any changes in these oells could be considered 
to be directly due to, or the cause of, the altered adhesiveness*
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■ m T m i A i s  jm a m o m
Co3j£, The oalla used wore the Syrian hamstor fibrohlastio line 
BÎÎIC51 clone 13 (stoker and MaoBharson, I964) and a polyoma virus 
transformed dsrivativo (Edwarda et al,. 1971). Those calls are 
referred to throughout as 013 and By respaotively#
Oell Oultur^ , Cells viùve grown as monolayere in either glass bottles
P o
(area 120 om“) or in roller culture bottles (area 2,000 cm‘) in
modified Eagle's minimal essential medium supplemented with 10^1 calf
serum and 10^ . tryptose phosphate broth (JOT) at 37^ 0 with %  00^  ,
95^  air as the gas phase*
Cells were suboultured when they reaohed oonfluenoy by pouring
off the ECT and washing the monolayer twice with tO oC.s of 0,05^ Pifoo
1,250 trypsin {250-3.OO BABB unit s/ml), 0*5 I3BTA in phosphate
buffered saline (pH 7*4) at room temperature* #en the cells started
to detach from the glass the tryptic activity was stopped by the
addition of .10 mis of fresh EOT, and the cells were shaken off into
this medium# The cells were counted in a haemooytometer and replated
at the requirecL density.
Oells were discarded after one month of serial propagation.
Variant Selection. . It had bean noticed that if 013 oells were 
maintained in continuous culture for long periods they often grew to 
higher cell densities and lost their ability to aggregate. This faot 
was taken advantage of in the searoh for adhesive variants*
Oells which had lost their ability to aggregate wer^ ? plated 
at very low densities (about 1*5 oells/om^ ) in 90 mm plastic
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pétri diahés Containing sterile l3Bsa cover alipa* The pétri dlahea 
were incubated until discrete clonea had formed* Cover slips containing 
only one clone were transfered to 30 m  Falcon plastic pétri dishes and
allowed to grow to ccnfluency. They were then trypsinised off,
transfered to glass culture bottles (6o cm ) and again grown to 
oonfluency* Clones were tested for their ability to aggregate# Those 
that aggregated normally were discarded. One clone which showed no 
aggregation was reclcned in the same way* All of the subolones
derived from this single clone showed the same aggregative behaviour
indicating that it had probably arisen from a sin^e cell and not from 
a small oIubq? of cells* Most of the present work has been done with 
one of these subolones which has been called HACÔ*
Growth of Cells in Soft Agar* An agar underlay was prepared in 50 mm 
plastic petri dishes with Eagle's medium containing 10^  foetal calf 
serum, tO/ tryptose phosphate broth (BBT) and 0#5g& Noble agar* This 
was overlaid with 1 *5 mis of EFT containing 0#2gS Noble agar and cells 
in a range cf concentrations* The petri dishes were incubated at 37^ 0 
until colonies developed#
Preparation of Celle for Aggregation.
1 # Trypaln dissociation# Freshly confluent cell monolayers were 
washed twice with Tris-saline (2$ m  Tris-HQl pH 7«4t 0,14 M NaOl,
5 #  KOI, 0*7 sX NàgHPO^ ) then briefly ( one minute) with 10 mis 
of the trypsin-BDTA solution used for suboulturing* The oells were 
incubated at room temperature for a further four minutes then 10 mis 
of HOT were added and the oells shaken into suspension# The cells were
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washed three times with ioe cold Hank's Melo salt solution buffered 
with 10 tM hepes uiîd finally resuepended in HaUlc'e/hopae at a density 
of 10 oells per «1* A oiiigle oell suspension was obtained by flushing 
gently with a Basteur pipette#
2* BPTA dieBooiation# Galls ware washed with Tris-auline sa for 
the trypsin dissociation then washed briefly with 10 mis of 0#5mM 
BilfA in ixhoophate buffered saline (pH 7*4)+ The cells were then 
inoubated for tan minutes at 37®0 then 10 mis of ECT were added and 
the'oells shaken into suspension* ■ Treatment was thon m  for trypsin 
dispersion* To obtain a peroentago of single cells the suspaneion 
had to ba filtered through 1^ Hitox*
Aif^ remtlon* 4 mle of oell suspension, in 10 ml siliooni^d, conical 
flasks, ware shaken in a reoiprooat.ing shaker at 92 strokea/minuto 
(Curtis and Greaves, 196$)* The progress of the aggregation was 
followed by, taking 100/il samples at time intervals, diluting them 
with 20 mis of saline and counting them in a Coulter counter 
using a 200-^ aperture (Edwards and Campbell, 1971)* Results were 
plotted as the ratio of total particles at time t to total particles 
at time aero, against time. If cells were to be aggregated for long 
periods of time they were resuspended in BCT rather than Hank's/hepes*
Membrane Isolation* Membranes wore Isolated by a slight modification 
of the method of Gahmberg and Simona (1970)* Monolayers were washed 
twice with Trie-saline then the oells were scraped from the glass into 
0.25 M sucrose 0*2 mS4 MgSO^ , 5*0 edl Tris (pH 7*4)* Cells were collected 
by contrifugation at 600g for five minutes and washed once with the 
Trie-suorose solution* The packed oells were reeuependod in five times
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their owft volume of frls-euoroae and homogenieed in a Potter-Blvejhem 
teflon grinder at 2,000 rpn by twelve up and down etrokee. Homogenisation 
was monitored by miorosoopy# The homogenate (H) was made 1x10""^  X with 
respeot to BDTA and centrifuged at 13,500 g for fifteen minutes in the 
10x10 ml titanium rotor in an MSB 65 superspeed# The pellet (X) from 
this spin contained mainly nuclei, mitochondria and lysosomes. The 
supernatant was centrifuged in the same rotor at 50,000 g for ninety 
minutes* The supernatant from this spin was called the soluble fraction 
(81)* The pellet containing the miorosomes was resuspended in 10 mis 
of 10"^  ^M Trie (pX 8*6) with the aid of a homogeni%er and centrifuged 
at 50,000 g for ninety minutes* The supernatant from this spin was 
combined with 81 to give a total soluble fraction (S) and the pellet 
was resuspended in 3 mis of 10"*^  X XgBO^ , 10*"^  X Tris 8,6) and 
- sbçiioated; briefly then layered over 6 mis of 14*55^ Wooll containing 
10*^  U X880^ f 10"^  X Trie (pH 8*6), The gradient was centrifuged 
in the same rotor at 125,000 g for two hours* The white band at the 
Fiooll interface was the plasma membrane fraction (Bt) and the pellet 
contained the endoplasmic reticulum membranes (#)* The white band 
was removed with a syringe fitted with a J-shaped needle and diluted 
with 9 volumes of 10**^  X Tris (pH 8*6), The pellet was resuepended
in 10 mis of the same buffer and both were centrifuged at 300,000 g 
for one ]
(pH 8*6)
hour# The pellets were resuspended in 1 ml of 10"^  ^X Tris
Chemical Determinations, Protein was measured by the method of 
Lowry et al (1951) with bovine serum albumin as standard. The reaction 
mixtures contained 0,1$ 8D8#
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DNA was determined by the dlphenyXaoine reaction of Burton 
(1956) and RNA by the oroinoX reaction of AshweXl (1957)*
Carbohydrate was measured by the phenoX-suXphurlc acid 
method of Dubois at al (1956) with glucose as standard.
Lipids were isolated by the Foloh technique (1957)* Two 
dimensional Chromatography of lipids was carried out on silica gel 
X-HR on 20x20 cm plates* The solvent system in the first direction 
consisted of chlorcfcri/nethanol/ammonii/water in the ratio of 
90*54*5*5*5*5 (?/v/f/V) and in the second direction chlorofors/ 
methanol/xQCtio aoi<3/water in the ratio of 90*40*12*2 (y/?/7/7). 
Plates were air dried between separations. Lipids were visualised 
by staining with iodine vapour. Phospholipids were quantitated by 
phosphorus analysis after hydrolysis by a modification of the method 
of Moores (1970), Dried samples were hydroly sed in 0,2$ mis of 1ÔX 
perchloric aoid at 180^ 0 for two hours, then made up to 1 ml with 
0,1 M sodium acetate, 2 mis of a solution made up from 95 mis of 
0,25$ ammonium molybdate, 5 mis of 0,25$ ammonium metavanadate in 
0*1 X sodium acetate and 1 g of ascorbic acid, were added to each 
sample and the samples were incubated at 37^ 0 for thirty minutes.
The optical density of the resulting blue colour was determined at 
660 nm# Air dried potassium dihydrogen orthophosphate was used as 
standard. The weight of phosphorus was multiplied by twenty-five to 
obtain the wei|d*t of phospholipid,
Snsyme Assays, Xa^-K'*^ dependent ATPase was assayed by the method of 
Frahke (1970), The assay medium contained 5 sX XgOlg, 100 mx KaGl, 
10 mX XGl, 20 sX Tris-MOl (pH 7*5) and ensyme. The reaction was 
started by the addition of ATP to give a final concentration of 5 mX
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in 1 m, The reaction mixture warn incubated at 37*0 for thirty 
minutea in the presenoe and ahstnee 10^ X ouabain and the reaotion 
was stopped by the addition of 100 pi of TOA* Phosphorus #ab 
determined as for #ioepholipids omitting the aoid hydrolysis step*
aiuoose-6-phOiphatase was assayed by the prooedure of Franks 
(1970)* The ensyme was assayed in the presenoe of 20 Rdf gluoose-d- 
phosphate, 20 aU sodium oaoodylate (pH 6) in a total volume of 1 ml 
at 37*0 for thirty minutes and phosphorus was estimated as above# 
nuoleotidase was assayed by the breakdown of AMP# The 
assay mixture eoneisted of 5 mX AiP, 10 mX MgOl^ * .60 jaX Tris-HOl 
(pH 7*5) and ensyme in a total volume of 1 ml* Incubation iwui for 
thirty minutes at 37*0 after which free phosphorus was estimated 
(Bodansky and Schwarts, 1963)#
Suoolnate dehydrogenase was assayed by the method of Greene 
at al (1955) * The reaotion mimture contained 10 mg of bovine serum 
albumin, 1 in# potassium cyanide, 5aM jnxooinate, 10 mX phosphate 
buffer (pH 7*4) and ensyme in a total volume of 0*9 mis* The reaotion 
was started by the addition of 1 mg of oytoohrome C in 0*1 ml 
phosphate buffer and the change in optical density at 550 nm was 
observed* .
Adenyl cyclase was assayed by the method of Hosspmondo and 
Sussman (1972)* The ensyme was incubated in a solution containing 
too mX sodium fluoride, 1 dithiothreitol, 0*4$ triton x-100,
170 n moles of (&) ATP at 1*7x10^  cps/n mole, 150 n moles cyolio AMP, 
20 aX Tris-HOl (pH 7*4) in a total volume of 200 ul for thirty minutes 
at 37*0# The reaotion was stopped by the addition of 50 /ul of 5$T0A 
and the reaotion products were separated by ohromatograj^ on Eastman
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oalluloae eheeta* The solvent system used use n-hutsnol/eoetone/ soetio 
aoid/anmonium hydroxide/water in the ratio 14i10t6it i8 (V/V/V/V/V).
Spots were located under UV light, out out and counted in 10 mis of 
Aquasol (New England Nuclear) in a Beokman model L-200 scintillation 
oouttter*
Galactosyl transferase#
1# The assay using whole oells and endogenous aoceptor was a 
modification of the method of Both et al (1971)# The cells were scraped 
off the culture bottles with a rubber policeman and washed twice in 
glucose, phosphate, and bicarbonate free Hasdk's basic salts solution 
supplemented with 10 aX MnOlg, 10 mX KaN^  and buffered with 10 sX 
hepes to pH 7#2 (medium »*j*»)i 5*10^  cells were resuspended in 600 /il 
of medium "J" with 0.1 /lOl of ^^ O-lIDP-galaotose and indubatod at 37*0 
for two hours during which time the cells settled at the bottom of the 
tube in a loose pellet# In some experiments the oells were kept in 
suspension by means of a miniature magnetie stirring bar# The reaction 
was stopped by addition of S mis of cold 5$ TOA# The precipitate was 
washed twice with 5 mis of 5$ TOA and once with 5 mis of ethanol and 
then dissolved in 1 ml of ammohium hydroxide at 37*0 overnight and 
counted in 10 mis of Aquasol#
2$ The transferase activity in Isolated membranes was 
determined by the method of Melsoher at al (1969)# The assay mixture 
contained 40 mX Ikaoetyl-gluoosamlne, 40 sX meroaptcethanol, 40 mtf 
MnOlg, 80 sX sodium oaoodylate (pH 6*75), 50 P€f of membrane protein 
and 0*05 /tOi of ^ O^-UDB-galactose in a total volume of 100 /&!* 
Incubation was for one hour at 37*0 and the reaction was stopped 
by the addition of 20 )&1 of 0*3 X 5DTA neutralised to pH 7+4 with 
laOH# The reaction mixture was passed throu^ a column (0*8x2 cm) of
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Bow0x-2X8 , 200-300 meeh, 4n the 01“ form, ftpee galaotose waa retained 
In the oolumn while galaotoae hound to B^ aoetyl-giuooeamlne wae relearned 
hy waehing the Dower with two 0*5 ml aliquota of dietllled water which 
were collected directly into eointillation viale* Sample# were counted 
in 10 ml# of Aqua#ol.
Sialyl tranefera##»
1 # Sndogenou# acceptor** The reaction mixture ueed waa that 
of Grime# (1970)# 5%10^  Cell# were incubated in 100 ^  of potaasium 
phosphate httffer (pR 6#$) oontainiaR 10*"^  R RgOlg# 0.1# Triton X*100 
and 100,000 opm of ^^ 0*0RP*#ialio aoid for one hour at 37^ 0# The 
reaction wa# «topped with 1 ml of 0#ÿR ROI containing 1# 
pho#phctungatic acid. The precipitate wa# waahed three time# with 
TOA and once with ahaolute ethanol# The pellet wa# dieeolved in 
1 ml of ammonium hydroxide at 37%  overnight and counted in 10 ml# of 
Aquaeol,
2m Rxogenou# aooeptori* The aeeay medium wa# the same a# 
ahove with the addition of 0*5 mm of desialysed fetaln. At the end 
of the incubation period the cell# were centrifuged at 600, g for ten 
minute# and the aupernatwit oas^ fully removed. The protein in the 
«upernatant wa# precipitated with 1 ml of 0#5R RGl containing 1# 
phoaphotungctio aoid and the eame propedure a# ahcr# wa# followed*
Membrane Solubiligation. leolated membranes were eolubiliaed by 
dialyei# against 10 mi sodium phosphate buffer (pH 7*2) containing 
1# SIS, 1# meroaptoethanol and 6 M urea for twenty-four hours*
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Polyacrylamide Gel Bleotronhoretl-** Sample* oontaining 200-300 
of protein were analyeed on 0*6x10 om gale* The gel* were made up 
from 7i#; aorylamide# 0,1$# hie aorylamid## 0*1# SDS, 0^ 05#
6 H urea* 0*07$# ammonium persulphate and 0*1 R sodium phosphate 
buffer (pH T*2)*
The eleotrode buffer was 0*1 R sodium phosphate (pH 7*2) 
containing 0*1# SDS* aieotrophoresis was at 3& mA/gei for twenty 
hours. '
Gels were fixed overnight in a solution of methanol* 7# 
aoetio aoid then stained for one hour with 0i2# Oèomassié blue in 50# 
methanol, 7# aoetio aoid* Bestaining was by diffusion iii 7# aoetio 
sold overnl^t* Gels containing radioaotively labelled samples were 
froaen in dry ioe then out into 1 mm siloes with a Riofele gel slioer*
The slioes were solubilised in 100 ytl of 30# hydrogen peroxide at 
37% for twenty-four hours then oounted in 10 mis of Aquasol#
Reagents* Heuraminida^ wi was obtained fr«# béhringweiÀEe as a solution 
oontaining 500 units/ml* Dlbutin^ l adenosine oyolio ÿ 15*-monophosphate, 
adenosine oyolio 3*1 5--iaonophosphatst adenosine triphosphate, 
theophylline, diphenylaainsi DHA, RHA, oroihol, bovine serum albumin, 
gluooae-d^ phosphate, adenosine monophosphate, oytoohrome G, triton X-100 
and fetuin were from Sigma# Fioell was from Pharmacia* Lipid standards 
were purohased ifrom field Instrumenta* àoryla«idé-bis#iaorylanide and 
cellulose chromatogram sheets were obtained from Eastman and Polygram 
nil R-HR sheets for TIG from Maoherey-Hagel* ill other reagents were 
from British Drug Houses (AR grade whenever possible)*
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RadloehemloalA# (2-%) Adenoslm 5* triphosphate, Ha salt, $00 mOi/ 
mmol# L-lsuoins-4, 5 1Cl/»iH0l| Isuoine, 3# mOi/mmol#
Urldin: diphospho-D(ü-^%) galaotoss, ammonium sait, 294 mOi/amoli 
Oytiditto 9*-»onopho«pho (^%) siaîio aoid, ammonium sait, 250 mOi/amolf 
ail ITom tha. Hadioohsmioal Osntre, Amsrsham*
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RESULTS
The oeîaoted variant HACB appear* to have aome of the propertie* 
of normal 013 cell* and some of the propertie* of Py cells# Pig#1 «how* 
that in monolajyer onlture 013 and RACS cell* have a eimilar morphology# 
Both have long spindle shaped cell* aligned to give the oharaoteristic 
♦♦watered «ilk** pattern# However unlike Cl3 cells the variant line 
forms colonies in soft agar (Table 1). The effioiewy of colony 
formation is an order of magnitude lower than that for Py cells and 
the unoloned variant has a higher cloning effioienoy than the subolone 
HAC8# The aggregation pattern of trypsinised HACS cells over a period 
of forty-five minutes olosely parallels that of trypsinlaed Py cells 
(Fig#2)#
Effect of Reuraminidase#
Several workers have reported that neuraminidase increases 
cell aggregation (Vioker and Edwards, 1972; Lloyd and Cook, 1974;
Daman at al, 1974) and so this enayme was tested to see if it could 
restore the aggregation of KA08 cells# Gells were pre-aggregated for 
forty minutes in Hank*u hope* then 1*25 units per ml of neuraminidase 
were added and the aggregation oontinued# The results of this experiment 
are shown in Pig# 3* These results show that .neuraminidase greatly 
enhanoes the aggregation of Cl3 cells and has little effect on Py cells# 
This is in complete agreement with the findings of Vioker and Edwards# 
HAÇ0 cells were stimulated only slightly*
Lloyd and Cook (1974) found that the neuraminidaae induced 
stimulation could be reversed by certain glycoproteins and these 
glyooproteins also aoted as acceptors for a sialyl transferase* They 
therefore postulated that neuraminidase increases aggregation by
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F i g ]  M n g n lf lc a t lo n  X 1 30 0
(a) c l 3
(b) NAC8
(c  ) Py
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Table 1, Colony formation in soft agar.
dumber of clones
Cell type 10^ cells / plate 10^ cells/pi ate 10^ cells/plate
013 0 0 0
Py 19 124 >1000
« *m 2 38 228
M C 8 0 18 n o
* Before cloning
Cells v;ere plated in triplicate at the densities indicated 
in the table. The values quoted are the means of the three 
plates.
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Fig 2, Aggregation of tr.ypainlzed cells
N.
013
M C 8
0 10 20 30 40
Time (mins)
Points plotted are mean values of at least 10 determinations. 
Maximal standard deviation lo.1l8.
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generating aooeptor eltos for a ûurfaoe tranaferaete. Based on this 
theory the reason for the failure of %  and KAOS oells to aggregate 
oould ha the laok of a epeolfio alal/1 transferase.. Ben et al (1971) 
reported that polyoma transformed BSK oells had a wuoh loser level of 
a specifio sialyl transferase than the normal oells* It would therefore 
be of interest to know if KA08: oells had a reduced sialyl transferase 
activity* The sialyl transferase activity of intact cells towards 
both endogenous and exogenous acceptors was tested* The results are 
shown in fable 2* The table shows that the transformed cells have a 
lower activity in accordance with the results of Den et al* The 
decrease in activity is less than that observed by Ben but this is 
probably due to the different acceptors used# Ben used haematoside 
as acceptor whereas in the present work desialyllsed fetuin was used*
She also used cell homogenates as the source of ensyme rather than 
intact oells* KAC8 cells had the same activity as 013 cells towards 
exogenous acceptors but a decreased activity towards endogenous 
acceptors* , This result suggests that KA08 cells have a similar 
amount of ensyme to 013 cells but have fewer sites available for 
eialylating# Since neuraminidase does not inoreas# the aggregation 
of KA08 cells to the same extent as 013 cells this would imply that 
it does not generate sites that are in a cryptic position on NAC8 cell 
surfaces*
Fig 3» Fffect of neuraminidase
50a,
N.
40
1
013
1
ITAC8
100 120 140
Time (mins)
1.25 units/ml of neuraminidase added 40 minutes after the 
commencement of aggregation. Points plotted are mean values 
of 4 determinations. Maximal standard deviation -o,063,
V  Control
V 1*25 units/ml neuraminidase
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Table 2. Sialyl transferase activity of intact celle
Cell type endogenous exogenousacceptor acceptor
013 5339^404 955Ï8G
HACb 4055±239 982I71
Py 3721±313 735±24
15
5><10 cells vjere incubated in 100^1 of assay medium containing 
^^ C«-Cî£P“sialic acid for 1 hour at 37^ 0 and the amount of sialic 
aoid incorporated into the cell was measured. Results are means 
and standard deviations of 3 determinations expressed as opm/10^ cells/ 
hour.
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Effaot of Qyolid m *
W# #te#dy of oyolio AMP are oharaoteviotio of
tranoformod oell# (Bhoppardf 1972) and inouhatlng OHO oalla in th« 
prasenco of this molootid# has boon raportod to altar thair morphology 
from oonpaot» randomly priantad to fihrohlast^ lika oalls (iWia and 
PufAc* 1971 )« It has also haan suggastad that oyolio AMP oan rest ora 
some of tha propartias of normal oalls to transformed oalls*
Furthermore it oan apparently Inoraasa tha strength of adhesion of 
both normal and transformed oalls to a suhstrata (Jotmson and Pastan,
197^1 arinnail at al, 1973; Bhialds and Pollook, 1974)* Sinoa NAOS 
oaiia have soma of tha oharaotaristios of transformed oalls tha possibility 
aacistad that this was due to lowarad lavais of oyolio AMP* Tha oalls 
ware tharafor# aggragatad in tha prasanoa of dibatyryl oyolio AMP and 
thaophyllina# Tha results of this axpariment can be seen in Fig*4*
The aggregation of all three oall types is sll^tly inoraasad but Py 
and HÂC8 oalls are not stimulated to even oontrol levels of 013 oalls*
The adanyl oyolasa aotivity of the three oall types was also measured*
The results are shown in Table 3# Py oells have a greatly raduoad 
aotivity and M 06 oalls have a value intafmedlata to that of Py and 
Cl 3 oells* These results suggest that soma of the properties of NAOÔ 
oells, for example their ability to #ow in a#f, may be due to a 
raduoad level of oyolio AMP but their raduoad adhesion Is due to soma 
other factor*
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Fig 4• Effect of dibutyryl cyclic A^ :P and theophylline
1
013
1 .
1.
Time (rains)
Cells were aggregated in the presence of 1 rail dibutyryl cyclic A!IP 
and 1 raid theophylline. Points plotted are mean values of 4 
determinations. Maximal standard deviation -O.Oô^,
□ Control
0 1nfü cyclic AMP, lofïî theophylline
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Table 3. Adenyl cyclase aotivity of isolated membranes
Cell type Esip 1 Elxp 2 Exp 3
C13. 2900 1875 4190
M08 1958 1609 298O
Py 500 264 490
Membranes were incubated in the presence of ^H-ATP and the 
reaction products separated by chromatography on cellulose 
sheets* Results varied quantitatively but not qualitatively 
from day to day* The results of three separate experiments 
are shown expressed as cpm/mg protein/30 minutes*
Ssngiitivlty to ‘
The raduotlott in edhesioh of HAC8 dells oould he due to ah 
inoraascd sensitivity to trypsin of the raoleeulsr speoiea involved in 
adhesion» If this is tho oase then giving tho oells time to reoover 
from trypsinisation or disaooiating them without the use of trypsin 
should result in Increased aggregation# Hga#5 Snd 6 show this to 
he the case, These figures further illustrate that this is not the 
case for Py cells# îlgs* 7B and 70 shoe the results of experiments 
designed to find id%st concentration of trypsin completely aholiahes 
agrégation over a forty minute period# Byen at the lowest oonoentr&tion 
used (0#0t%) aggregation is reduced and is virtually aholished hy 
concentrations shove 0#02g&# - ' -
'ig 5* Long term aggregation
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Cells '.vere prepared as for short term aggregations except that 
they were resuepended to a final concentration of 0.5x10  ^cells/ml 
in EOT# 4rois of this suspension were aggregated in a gyratory 
shaker for 24 hours.
A 013 
m MOB 
© Py
Pig 6. Aggregation of cells dispersed with PDTA.
pZD,
IT. 1
01 j
1
1
0 2010 30 40
Time (mins)
Cells were removed from glass with BDTA as described in the
methods then aggregated as for trypsinized cells. Points
plotted are mean values of 4 determinations* Maximal standard
deviation -0.06$.
©Trypsin dispersion 
O EDTA dispersion
Fig 7A. Aggregation of NACB after dispersal by increasing 
concentrations of trypsin.
H,0
1.
//
Time (mins)
Cells were removed from glass "by :ODTA ® , or «OljoO, ,01^  ^A , 
,02^% ,03/^X , .04^ Q ,or ,0$^ o trypsin. The cells were
incubated in the specified dispersal media for 5 minutes 
at 37°C then collected and washed as described in Materials 
and methods. All suspensions were filtered through 1^  Fytex 
to obtain good single cell suspensions.
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Fig 7S. Effect of trypsin concentration on the extent of 
aggregation of NAC8 oells after 40 minutes.
A2. 1 .
//
Trypsin Concentration (^)
Cells were prepared for aggregation as described in Fig 7A.
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?ig 7C» Effect of trypsin concentrât ion on the initial rate 
of aggregation of M C S  cells»
Initial Rate
of Aggregation
2,0
010 .03 04
Trypsin Concentration (f>)
Cells were prepared for aggregation as in Pig 7A.
»
The abscissa is the trypsin concentration used to prepare 
the cell suspensions and the ordinate is the decrease in 
particle count/minute X 10^.
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Galaetottyl Trimtif»g*se Aotivity»
Glyooeyl have Warn inplioatad in oall adhaaion
(Ho«*»an# 19T0) and Bostwrnn at al (1974) found that trypainiaatlon of 
oalla raduoad thair galaotoayl tranafaraoa aotivity* Oould a galaotoayl 
tranafaraaa of HA08 oall# hava an inoraaaad aanaitivity to trypain ?
Tahla 4 show# tha raault# of axpariiMnta daalgnad to taat thi# hypothaaia* 
Trypain xaduoaa tha galaotoayl tranafaraaa aotivity of all thraa call 
typaa hut raduoaa tha aotivity of 013 call# by a graatar paroant (41#) 
than it doa# KAC8 (27#) or Py (Id#) call# in atationary inouhationa*
Roth and #ita (1972) hava aug^ a^atad that tranaformad oall# hava a 
higher rate of ot«*glyoo#yl»tion than nomal calls* They ahoaad that 
vhan 3T3 call*, vara kept in suspanslon during a tranefaraaa assay thay 
Inoorporatad lass radioactivity than idxan they vare allowed to settle 
and form a loose pellet* Transformed oells did not exhibit this contact 
dependence* It ha# been suggested that this is due to the transformed 
oells having a more fluid mmbrane. Sines trypsin has been reported to 
increase the fluidity of membranes (Suerin at al, 1974) the transferase 
aotivity of trypsinised and untrypsinised oells in suspension was tested. 
Unlike the results of Roth and #ite all three cell types showed an 
inoreaae in aotivity over, that in stationary incubations* This 
however appeared to be correlated with an increased rate of cell death 
during the assay of suspended calls as fudged by trypan blue exclusion* 
Trypsiniajation did not reveal any differences between NAC8 and 013 cells* 
The possibility exists that all the transferase aotivity observed is due 
to a small number of lysed cells and there is no galactosyl transferase 
at the cell surface* For this reason the aotivity of isolated membranes
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was tested* The results are shown in Table 4B« Ko differenoe was 
found between 013 and HAC8 oells in either plasma membranes or 
tticrosones but the aotivity of Ry oells was lower in both# This 
of course is not oonolusive proof that there la a galaotosyl transferase 
at the cell surface# The aotivity observed in the plasma membrane 
fraction could be due to contamination by mlorosoaes# The purity of 
these membranes is discussed in the next section*
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Table 4 » Galactosyl transferase activity
(a.) Activity of trypsinized(T) or untrypsinized(UT) intact 
cells with endogenous acceptor
T ITT T UT
C13 167-97 283-106 253^113 297^143
NACd 190^60 261^82 258±101 331ÏIII
Py 159-99 18b±49 364-264 285-73
Results are expressed as opm/10^ cells/2 hours.
* Means and standard deviations of 7 determinations,
§ Means and standard deviations of 4 determinations.
CB) Activity of isolated membranes with exogenous acceptor
Cell type PM ER
Cl 3 324^84 I 724I 14Ü
NAGÜ 305±165 I760il45
Py 10Ü-63 15ÜÜÏ161
14Isolated membranes were incubated with C-UPP-galactose and
14-acetyl-glucosamine, The reaction product was separated from free 
galactose on a column of Dowe#-2X8, The results are expressed as 
opm/mg protein/hour. Values are means and standard deviations of 4 
*. d et erm i na t i o n
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Isolation of Plaaàâ Mambr&m*. ■ '
TW brief exposure to' trypsin retired to dissociate oells 
indioatos that it is a component of the mmbrane that is being 
affooted by the ensyme. Thus studies of the bhemioal oomposition 
of the plasma membranes from trypeioised and untrypsinisad cells 
may afford Some oluas as to tha nature of the moleoular species 
affected* Membranes were isolated as described in Materials and 
Methods^ # Table gA shows the distribution of prcteln$DKA and RHA 
in the various fractions* Mo WS^  was found associated with the plasma 
membrane fraction indioating that it was not contaminated with molei# 
Small amounts of RITA wore found in this fraction but whether this is 
due to contamination or whether HHA Is m  integral part of the membrane 
is unknown* Oliok end Warren (I969) have suggested that this may be 
the case* The plasma membrane fraction contained about 1# of the total 
cell protein# The purity of the membrane was further evaluated by 
assaying various marker ensymcs* There was,a five^ fold increase in 
the spaoific activity Of 5* nuolootidaoe and a twolvo'^ fold increase 
in the specific aotivity of the ouabal»*senaitive Ka'*^* KÎ^ -AlTase 
compared with the cell homogemte* These ens^ ymes are oharaot or ist loally 
found in the plasma membrane (Kmmelot et al, 1954; Kamat and Wallaoh, 
1955; Ooleman et al^  195T| Bingham and Burke, 197&)* The specific 
activities of glucoso-5-pho«phat»se (an endoplasmic reticulum marker) 
and suocinate dehydrogenase (a mitochondrial marker) were low in the 
plasma membrane fraction, indioating that the plasma membranes isolated 
were relatively pure* The figures quoted are for 013 cells scraped 
off glass but the same results were obtained with KAC8 and Py cells#
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Table 5* Characterization of fractions fror. membrane isolation 
[k) Chemical composition (as % of homogenate )
N S ER PM
Protein 45.9-7.2 31.4-5.0 12,Ü±2.3 1.2^0.3
D M 72.7^ 6,1 2,3-0.4 O.9-O.Ô 0
M A 10.6il,3 41.1^4,6 42.ü±4.9 0.4-C,3
(B) Distribution of marker enzymes
H S sa PM
5’nucleotidase § 29t .13 .42I .17 .211.09 .42Ï.12 1,4-0.5
Na+,K'*'ATPase § 60Î.27 .46^ .31 .07-.35 i,yi.9 7.6-3.2
Clucose-~6-phosphatase§ .21±.09 .30Ï.I5 .0ü±.05 .9ôi,62 .35-.18
Succinate dehydrogenase 14.3-3.1 34.9+5.3 .9-.5 10.3-3.3 .47^.27
§ jimoles Pi/mg protein/hour 
^ |imoleG substrate utilised/mg protein/minute
Values quoted are means and standard deviations of 5 determinations
56*
Kembr&Rù Compoaltloa» -
Table 6 glvee the ôonipùaltlon of the membrenee from trypalnlsed 
end uhtrypslnieed oelle, Ko major différence» were found between the 
three cell typee# An intereeting finding wee that belle treated with 
trypsin appeared to lose relatively more lipid than protein hut thi# 
applied to all throe cell types* When the phospholipids were examined 
Py cell# had less of their total lipid as phospholipid but no one 
phospholipid seemed to be responsible for this (Table 7)* Again there 
were no major difference# between 013 and HA08 celle*
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Tabla 6* Membi'ane compos it ion ( as % of dry weight ) 
(a) Celle scraped off glaee
013 m C 8 Py
Carbohydrate 10.5^2*1 9,8^ 4., 6 11,8-1*1
(B) Cells trypsinlzed off glass
Protein 36.3±1,0 37.^-4.6 36.9^4,0
Lipid 55*1-3.9 59,7-7.3 60.2^10.8
Cl 3 M C 8 Py
Protein 43.3-2,3 40.3-5.2 41.3^5.1
Lipid 42.7-5.4 42.6±6.1 55,4+3.?
Carbohydrate 3.6-2.8 2.5Ï0.3 5.4^2.1
Values quoted are means and standard deviations of 4 
determinations.
Table 7* Phospholipids of the plasma membrane
(a ) Amount in membranes
56b.
C13 ITACB Py
pg / mg protein 843-BO.2 797-66 6S5I78
^ total lipid 53*0-6*0 54,4514.9 40.5-6.Ü
(B) Phospholipid classes ( as ^ of total phospholipid )
CI3 M C 8 Py
Phosphatidyl 
-ethanolamine 18.8:2.2 17.4^3.5 20.2±3.5
•choline 36.7^ 3.3 37.4Î4.I 43.1-4.5
-serine 7.9^ 0.9 8.6Ï1.1 fi.yii.o
-inositol 3.3^0.8 3.2-0,9 2.5^ 0,6
Sphyngoniyelin 27.7-3.3 24.3Ï3.9 24.0:5.0
Values quoted are means and standard deviations of 4 determinations.
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Gel Bleotyophoyeaia*
The pveteins of the plesaui me*hy#n# were emlyeed by SSG*> 
polyaorylmide gel eleotrophoyeele * Gel# were either etained with 
Ooamaseie Blue or the memhrane# were isolated from cells grown In 
the presence of or ^^ G«-leùoine in which case the gel# were out 
into 1 mm sllooe and counted* Hg*8 shows the eXeotrophoretio 
patterns obtained with pa^teins from plasma membranes of 813, HAC3 
and Py cells, 013 and HÂ08 cells appear to have identical protein# 
in both radioactive and stained gel#* The plasma membrane# of Py cell# 
however appear to lack two proteins# The peak# labelled pi and p15 
are missing or much reduced in the radioaotively labelled gel# and the 
two equivalent bands are missing from the •tained gals* #en plasma 
membranes were isolated from cells which had been treated with trypsin 
the bands which were missing from the fy cell# also disappeared from 
013 and NA08 cells* This electrophoretic pattern may be common to all 
BBC transformed variants as it was found with several polyoma transformed 
lines and also a Rous Sarcoma virus transformed line (R3V B4)* Gel# 
demonstrating these results are shown in fig*9«
Holeoulùr weight estimates were obtained for the various 
proteins from a standard curve established with proteins of knoim 
molecular weights* The results are shown in Table 8* The proteins that 
are misaiug from Py cells and which disappear on trypsinissation of 013 
and lAOB cells hàvé apparent molecular weights of 182,000 and 47*$00#
It is not known if either of these protein# are glycoprotein## 
Glycoprotein# are known to behave differently from standard protein# 
in detergent gels so that the molecular weight# can be no more than 
rough estimates*
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PIQ 8  polyacrylaxida ^el eleotrophereaiB patterns of radioactive leucine
labelled plasma membrane proteins. Topi C13(—“ ") and I<AC3(«*»*)* 
Bottom: C1 3 (— ) and —
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Table 8. Apparent molecular weights or plasma membrane proteine
P1 182,000
P2 173,800
P3 162,200
P4 148,000
P5 123,000
P6 106,000
P7 98,000
P8 92,500
P9 87,200
PIG 78,200
P11 75,330
PI 2 67,900
P13 58,100
PI 4 54,100
P15 47,500
P16 40,300
P17 . 33,700
PI 8 25,900
Calculated from 7-^ polyacrylamide gels using as standardss 
)^-globulin(1£0,000)-galaotosidas8(130,000), Bovine serum 
alLumin(68,000), Ghymotrypsinogen(25,00C), Cytochrome 0(12,400), 
The distance travelled down the gel was a linear function of the 
log of the molecular weight within the rangs of the standards 
used.
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BÏBOUSîâlÛK
The adheflive vavi&nt deserlbed aaoBe spotttanaouttXy in oulturaa 
of BHfC 013 colis i The origin of the variant Is not oloar# It may bo 
the result of m  unsuspected, vii'al infection or a spontaneous mutation 
of tt single oell# If the latter is the oa«© the variant must either 
have a shorter doubling time or he able to grow to hi^or cell densities 
at oonfluonoe* Observations of the cells in culture indioste thst the 
second possibility is the more likely* 013 cells generally stop dividing
e rt
when they have reached a density of about 2x10 oolls/om" whereas IA08 
colls could achieve densitios of nearer 3x10^  cells/cm^ #
The ability of celle to grow in a eemi»solid substrate has 
generally Won considered to be a property of transformed cells and 
Reich (1973) has proposed that this property requires the presence of 
an intact fibrinolytic system* Normally with cultured cell lines only 
transformed oells have the protases which hj^ drolysee plasminogen to 
piaaain and these cells are usually associated with an altered morphology* 
KA08 cells however have a aimilar morphology to 013 cells and still grow 
in soft agar* Whether this is due to a low level of fibrinolytic activity 
is unknown*
Hlffeot of NeuraminMcae
The increased aggregation of 013 cells when treated with 
neuraminidase can be explained in three different ways. Removal of 
negatively charged sialyl residues could lower the potential energy 
barrier thus promoting increased aggregatlont or, due to mutual 
repulsion between the carboxyl charges, oialic acid residues may 
confer rigidity to the cell surface suoh that their removal increases 
the deformbility of the surface as suggested by Waisc (196$)# This
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inoreased deformabllity could faoilltata the formation of low radius 
of ourvaturs probes whioh Bangham and Patbloa (I960) have suggested 
oould enable oells to penetrate the potential energy barrier» Keither 
of these two theories oàn aooount for the failure of neuraminidase to 
inorease the adhesiveness of Py and NA08 oelle to the level of Cl 3 oel&# 
unless the sialyl residues on Py and KAC8 oells are not aooessible to 
neuraminidase# This seems unlikely sinoe Forrester et al (1964) have 
shown that although py oelis have a higher eleotrophoretio mobility 
than Cl 3 oells the differenoe oan be eliminated by treatment of the 
oells with neuraminidase. Thirdly* neuraminidase oould uncover sites 
directly involved in intercellular adhesion# This theory has previously 
been suggested by Vioker and Edwards' (1978) and liloyd and Cook (1974)* 
Both #oups propose that neuraminidase increases cellular aggregation by 
generating acceptor sites for a speoifio sialyl transferase. Roseman 
(1970) has postulated that (^ yoosyl transferases Oan ^ duoe adhesion 
by an interlocking of a substrate on one cell with the ensyme on another 
cell* This theory would predict that both py and IAC6 cells laCked the 
speoifio transferase. However* the results of the sialyl transferase 
assay do not support this view» HàCd cells appear to have as suoh 
transferase activity as 013 cells when assayed using exogenous acceptor 
but less activity towards endogenous aoceptor indicating that KAC8 cells 
have fewer acdeptor Sites available on their surfaces. The oligc- 
saochw^ 'ide <^ aihs of HAC8 cells may therefore be even shorter than the 
dèsiaiylated ju^uct of ci3 cells* Hakamori and Murakami (I96&) reported 
that virally transformed cells had lower levels of haematoeide and higher 
levels of lactosylceramide than normal cells and a spontaneous 
transforaant had intermediate levels. However the small decrease in 
endogenous activity observed (24i^) would seem to be too little to account
éo,
for the complete abolition of aggregation of mo8 oelle# Tfeie oould 
of oouree be simply a reflection of the fact that the endogenous aeeay 
is measuring the activity of several sialyl transferases of which only 
one may be involved in adhesion* Den et al (197I ) have reported that 
glyoosyl transferase activities in polyoma transformed BfQc cells were 
generally reduced to between 36 and 87# of those of normal cells but 
that the activity of the sialyl transferase catalysing the formation 
of haematoeide from lactosylceramide and CllP^ sialio acid was reduced 
to about
Effect of Qyclic AMP
The intracellular concentration of 3* 15* cyclic AMP seems 
to be involved in the control of many aspects of behaviour of 
cultured fibroblasts# It has been reported to regulate growth rate 
(Otten et al, 1971), saturation density (Johnson and Pastan, 1978b), 
morphology (Johnson at al, 1971) and motility (Johnson and Past an, 
1978c)# Furthermore, several types of transformed fibroblasts have 
been found to have low levels of cyclic AMP when compared with 
untransformsd cells (Otten et al, 1971; Sheppard, 1971)# Several 
groups of workers have reported that cyclic AMP increases the adhesion 
of fibroblasts to a substratum* Grinnell et al (1973) and Shields and 
Pollock (1974) found that the imoleotide reduced the number of oells 
whioh could be detached by incubation in EDfA or EGTA# Johnson and 
Pastan (1978a) discovered that If oells were pre^ incubated with cyclic 
AMP and theophylline it took much longer for the cells to detach from 
the plastic substrate regardless of whether trypsin or ESTA was used 
as the dissociating agent* Shields and Pollock (1974) also found that 
normally Py cells were less adhesive than Cl 3 cells but that cyclic AMP
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oould înoroMO their adheelveneee to near that of Ô13 oelle# It 
might therefore be expected that oyolio AMP oould inorease the 
intercellular adhesiveness of Py and MACS oells and this indeed 
proved to be the case# However, the extent of stimulation was less 
for Py and ÎTAG8 cells than for 013 cells# Pr##inoubation of the oells 
in the presence of 1 s# cyclic AMP increased the stimulation slightly 
but Py and NA03 cells still did not aggregate even to control levels 
of Cl 3 cells* It is possible that cell to substrate adhesion operates 
throu#i a different mecdnanism from cell to cell adhesion* A number of 
other workers have suggested that this may be the case* Coman (1961) 
has shown that some cell types adhere to each other but not to glass 
whereas other cell types show the reverse behaviour* Berwick and Coman 
(1962) observed that versene caused a réduction in mutual adhesion but 
had no effect on adhesion to glass and neuraminidase had the opposite 
effect* Alsof Weston and Roth (1969) fouM that treatment of embryonic 
chiok heart fibroblasts with 200 sM urea reduced their mutual adhesion 
but had no effect on their adhésion to glass# Moreover, Fy cells will 
rapidly attach to the glass or plastic surf ace 6f bulWre bottles, 
yet after twénty-fouk hours in a gyratcxy shaker almost no cell-cell 
adhesions have been forsmd* These obéervations may be irrelevant 
however to the experiments being discussed since the two systems being 
compared are so different# Johnson and Fasten and Shields and Pollock 
were looking at the breakdown of cell contacts whereas in the present 
work their formation was being studied* Therq is no evidence that the 
same phenomenon is being examined* The results of Crinnell et al (1973) 
suggest that it is not* They found that cyclic AMP had no effect on the 
rate at which either 013 or Py cells attached to a substrate but it made
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then more difficult te remove after attachment had ooourred. These 
résulta auggeet that oyolie AMP exert# Its effect by strengthening 
existing adhesions, possibly by some seoondary meohanism involving 
spreading with a oonoomltant inorease in the area of oontaot* This 
theory is supported by the observations of Hsie and Puinc (1971) and 
Johnson et al (1971) that the morphologioal ohanges Induoed by oyolio 
AMP are reversed by agents that disrupt miorotubules and those of 
Shields and Pollodb (1974) that ooloemid oan oomplelely overoome the 
increased cell adhesion induoed by oyolio AMP* Jones and Partridge 
(1974), however, have shown that limpet haescoytes will attach and 
spread to cover an increased surface area in a medium containing 
oolohloine and Goldman and Khipe (19|8) have shown that BIK oells 
will attach and spread although the cells appear more epithelial*
However, neither of these groups measured the strength of adhesion*
Another possibility is that miorotubules msy stabilise adhesions after 
they have formed by immobilising adhesion proteins in the membrane*
Berlin et al (1974) have suggested that membrane proteins may be 
oonneoted to an intracellular microtubular network* Gyclio AMP could 
have its effect by maintaining the assembly of these miorotubules 
possibly through tubulin phcsphcrylation or changes in calcium fluxes* 
Oaloium is known to dissociate miorotubules (weisenberg, 1978)» This 
theory can be used to interpret the results in the aggregation system 
as followst cells with functioning adhesion molecules on their surfaces 
will aggregate and their adhesions will be consolidated by the attachment 
of the adhesion molecules to the polymerised microtubular network, thus 
making them more resistant to breakdown by shear forces, and so a 
stimulation of adhesion will be effected* Oells that have no functioning 
adhesion molecules will still be unable to aggr#0 &te and so no stimulation
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le observed* If these cells have a small number of active molecule# 
a slight stimulation may occur* This would also fit with the results 
obtained by Waddell et al (1974)* They found that the alkaloids 
colchicine and vinblastine inhibited the aggregation of 013 cells* 
Inhibition would be due to the breakdown of the microtubular network 
thus allowing only weak adhesions to form*
Effects of Tryosin
The finding that WA08 oells would adhere if aggregated over 
several hours indicates that the cell surface has been damaged during 
the dissociation procedure* The trypsin treatment cCuld be removing 
adhesive factors or exposing inhibiting factors or modifying some 
surface component involved in adhesion*
Trypsin ham been shown to remove sialic acid containing 
glycopeptides from the cell surface (Cook at ali i960; Winsler, I967;
Snow and Allen, 1978) and the role these molecules may play in adhesion 
has already been discussed. Several groups have also described a high 
molecular weight protein located on the cell surface which is sensitive 
to trypsin (Oahmberg and Hakamori, 1973; %nes, 1973; Critohley, 1974; 
Rttoslahti and Vaheri, 1974)* It is of interest that this protein 
disappears idien cells are transformed by oncogenic viruses* If this 
protein is involved in adhesion it would explain why Py cells still do 
not adhere when recovery from trypsinisation is complete* Alternatively 
the damage caused by trypsin could be nomspecifio involving moleoules 
required to maintain the membrane in the correct configuration for 
adhesive interactions to take place or molecules involved in the 
transport of an intracellular component required for adhesion* Weiss 
(1966) found that treatment of sarcoma oells with trypsin increased their
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deformbility# Previously it has been argued that this should result 
in aft inorasso in adhesion# There rosy, however, hé a range of 
deformbility over whioh cells oan be sdhesive# Outside of this 
range oells would be noh#adheeive* Trypsin may take oells out of the 
adhesive range#
Trypsin has been shown to induce conformational ohanges in 
the plasm fâombràne# The distribution of oonA binding sites is 
altered by proteolytic treatment (Nioolson, 1978) and Phillips (1972) 
has demonstrated that after trypsin treatment glyoopeptide hydrolytic 
products are no longer in an iodinatable position although shen the 
cells are iodinated before trypsinisation the iodine label remins in 
the membrane after proteolytio digestion#
Finally, Mshadevan and Sauer (1974) found that trypsin 
inhibited the uptake of palmitate# They did not look at the uptake 
of any other fatty aoids but if it were shown that only certain 
fatty aoids were inhibited this oould lead to gross changes in the 
fatty acid composition of the plasm membrane# Curtis et al (1975) 
have shown that fatty acid turnover Is rapid in the plasma membrane 
and alt erst ion in the composition can produce substantial ohanges in 
adhesion*
Recovery from trypainiaatiott appears to be almost complete 
after ten hours incubation# This is in agreement with the results of 
Mastro et al (1974) who foUnd that by ten hours after trypsinisation 
the pattern of iodinated proteins had returned to that of untrypsinised 
cells* The reduced rate of adhesion of HAC3 cells could be due to an 
altered metabolic requirement not connected to repair of the cell surface# 
Borne factor may have to be produced to stabilise adhesions* IÎAC8 cells
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may produce this factor at a reduced rate* Margr papers have presented 
evidence that cell adhesion is dependent on metabolism* Aggregation 
has been shown to be diminished at temperatures below 15*0. Edwards 
and Campbell (1971) found that trypsinised BBK cells would not aggregate 
in the cold irrespective of prior incubation at 37*0. Similar results 
have been reported by Steinberg (1968) and Jones and Morrison (1969)* 
which implies that inhibition is not due to a requirement for repair 
synthesis. However* low temperature inhibition is not necessarily 
indicative of a requirement for metabolism* The plasma membrane may 
be frozen in the cold thus preventing the aggregation of dispersed 
adhesion coi^ onents on the cell surface* Frye and Xdldin (1970) 
reported that diffusion of antigenic sites in the membrane was inhibited 
at 15*0. Probably more indicative of a metabolic requirement was the 
finding of Oppenheimer et al (1969) that mouse teratoma cells required 
Imglutarnine for aggregation, presumably for the synthesis of hexosamines. 
However these cells appear to be exceptions as most other cell types 
examined will aggregate in a basic salts solution*
The general finding is that cells whioh have been dispersed 
with proteolytic enzymes show a requirement for metabolism whereas 
mechanically dissociated cells do not which again emphasises that 
proteases probably damage the cell surface and that metabolism is 
required for synthesis rather than adhesion* The results of the EDTA
dispersions confirm this view* MACS cells dissociated with BDTA will
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aggregate to the same extent as 013 cells. It was Interesting to find 
that Py oells still do not aggregate* Thus it seems olear that the 
transformed cells are completely deficient in the molecules required for 
cell**oell adhesion* This is consistent with the observations that
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transformed oells produce elevated levels of proteaees auoh that their 
eurfaoee always reeemble those of trypsinized normal oells (Bosmann,
1978; Unkeless et al, 1973)* Treatment of tumour oells with proteaee 
inhibitors has been shown to inorease their adhesiveness (ffl&iur at al,
1973) indicating that loss of adhesion is due to degradation of the 
cell surface rather than an inability to synthesise adhesion molecules 
or, more precisely, a surface suitable for adhesive interactions to 
take place*
The observation that using lower conoentrations of trypsin to 
disperse NA08 cells results in both an increased initial rate of 
aggregation and a higher final equilibrium value would suggest that 
aggregation is dependent upon the total number of adhesive sites per 
cell, if we assume that high trypsin ooncentrations remove all of the 
adhesive sites while very low concentrations remove only a small number. 
If the total number of adhesive sites varies from cell to cell, those 
cells with a low number would be rendered non#adhesive by lower 
concentrations of trypsin than those with a hi# number» Higher trypsin 
concentrations would Increase the number of cells with no adhesive sites. 
These cells would make up that proportion of the suspension which does 
not aggregate within forly minutes.
It was mentioned earlier that trypsin causes the release of 
glyoopeptides from the cell eurfaoe and a role for surface carbohydrates 
and glyoosyl transferases in oell adhesiw» hue already been discussed* 
Trypsinisation oould inhibit these transferases either by removing the 
substrate or the eneyme itself, or by increasing the fluidity of the 
plasma membrane# Roth and #ite (1978) assayed intact 3T3 and 3T12 oells 
for endogenous galactosyl transferase activity mid found that in the 
transformed cells enzymes and aooeptors oould interact on a single cell
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whereas, normal oells oould only glycosylate a nel#bourlng oell* They 
suggested that this may be due to an increasing mobility of surface 
oowppnents in transformed oells* Cis-glyooeylatlon oould lead to a 
decrease in adhesion by completing the oligosaccharide ohaihe required 
for intercellular interactions* The results reported here are somewhat 
at variance with those of Roth and White# Maintaining 013 cells in 
suspension did not lead to a decrease in transferase activity but in 
fact le^  to an increase* This was true for both trypsinized and 
untrypelnised cells and also for KAOS and Fy cells. This appeared to 
be correlated with a higher rate of cell death in spinning Incubations# 
Between 14 and 80# of oells stained wit|x txypan blue in stationary 
incubations as compared to between 30 and 3%^  in the spinning incubations* 
However the total loss of cells over the incubation period was difficult 
to quantitate due to extensive cell aggregation in both systems* Those 
results casti doubt on the validity of the belief that the transferase 
activity is looated on the cell surface* However control assays using 
the supernatant of pre»*inoubated oells showed that very little activity 
seemed to leak out of the cells. This could be due to released enzyme 
binding to the surface of intact cells and being centrifuged out of 
suspension or staining with trypan blue may not necessarily mean that 
oells are leaky to intracellular macromolecules * Galactosyl transferase 
activity was also estimated in plasma membrane preparations* These 
membranes appear to be reasonably free from contamination by microsoiwss 
and some galactosyl transferase activity was found in these fraotiono# 
Several other groups have identified glyoosyl transferases In plasma 
membrane fractions (Wwen et al, 1978; Bosmann# 1978; Lloyd and Cook,
1974)* The fact that ïy cell plasma membranes have only 30f> of the
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transferaao activity of 013 and MA08 cello as opposad to activity 
in the miorosomes supports the claim that the activity of the plasma 
membrane is not due to microsomal contamination* Ko evidence was found 
that Py membranes were freer from contamination than 013 or KAC8 
membranes# If the transferases of the plasma membrane originate from 
fusion with Qolgi vesicles it would seem likely that Py membranes 
initially have as much enzyme as G13 membranes* The lower activities 
found oould be another reflection of increased proteolysis at their 
surfaces# Xnvthe present investigation however, galactosyl transferases 
do not seem to be involved in intercellular adhesion or, at least, they 
are not responsible for the failure of adhesion of KAQ8 cells* 
Alternatively, they may be involved in initial adhesions" and KAC8 oells 
lack some mechanism whereby initial adhesions are stabilised or they 
may only be involved in recognition or in the synthesis of the surface 
moleoules that control oell interactions and have no direct role in 
adhesion#
Membrane Oomposition
If we assume that trypsin has its effect at the cell surface 
then identification of the molecular species In the membrane affected 
by trypsin may help to establish the cause of the aberrant adhesive 
behaviour of KAOS cells# For this reason membranes were isolated from 
trypsinized and untrypsinized cells* Worthwhile data oan only be 
obtained from preparations of isolated membranes free from significant 
contamination and known to include all true components of the membrane#
It is easier to check on the first requirement than on the second.
Several criteria should be used for assessing the purity of a membrane 
preparation* The preparation should be free of contaminants reoognlsable
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by ii^t and eteoiron microscopy# It is usually a sis^ lc matter to 
show that the pxmparatiom is free of distinctive organelles such as 
mitochondria, nuclei #md rough endoplasmic reticulum. However, very 
often the plasma membrane is obtained as vesicles which cannot be 
distinguished from vesicles of smooth endoplasmic reticulum or the 
membranes of lysosomee, Ensymic analysis of the fractions from a 
membrane preparation can help in assessing the relative purity of the 
isolated plasma membranes but the use of marker ensymes does involve 
complications inoludlrg the possible adventitious binding of ensymes 
to suboellular fragments with shioh they are not ordinarily associated 
and the danger that ensymes may be inactivated during fractionation, 
Cation cheliting .agents such as are used in many of the procedures 
for isolating mesbranes# These agents can inhibit some cation dependent 
ensymes leading to wprenewsly high yields* A further problem is that 
a given eniyme may not be representative of the entire plasma membrane, 
This is especially true , of tissues such as liver which consist of 
-several cell t^ npes and have specialised smmbran# regions, but even with 
cultured Cells Graham at al (1975) have idiown that 5* nucleotidase 
activity, whic)h hau.been widely held to reside in plasma membranes, 
can be reoovmd in a different fraction from the ouabain sensitive 
Ka^ , activated AfFase which is also considered to be a plasma 
membrane ensyme, Fei^ps the greatest difficulties in the enayme 
marker approach derive from two uncertainties* FüPstly, an ensyme 
may be associated with the plasma membrane but may also reside within 
other membranes* Heoondly, we oan never be sure that an ensyme 
associated with a specific organelle is invariably lacking in the 
plasma membrane* Thus the use of ensyme markers must be approached 
with caution as regards the interpretation of results. The method can
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be made more useful by oompariug the speoifio aotivity of the enzyme 
under question in the purified membrane with its speoifio activity in 
other fractions sc that the percent contamination by protein oan be 
calculated# Using this criterion it can be seen from Table 5 that 
the plasma membranes isolated are contaminated with 3^  microsomal 
membranes but only 0*03^  mitochondria» The diemical luu^ ysls shows 
that the plasma membranes contain some RKA» Oliok and Warren (1969) 
have suggested that RHA may be a component of plasma membranes, however, 
since the BNA content of the plasma membranes was only 1^  of that of 
the endoplasmio reticulum (See Table 5), it is more likely to be due 
to contamination by rough endoplasmic reticulum than a reflection of 
a true membrane component» Ko BKA could be detected in the plasma 
membrane fraction indicating that it was free from contamination by 
nuclei#
A further problem is illustrated in the studies reported by 
Gliok et al (1970)* They found that the sialic acid content of the 
Imoell varies with the rate of growth of the culture# The cells used 
in the present investigation were therefore always maintained under 
identical culture conditions and care was taken to ensure that all 
cultures were harvested at the same degree of confluenoy*
Finally it should be remembered that after all possible 
criteria have been employed to measure the extent of contamination 
there is ho way to determine that a preparation contains all the 
oonponents of the plasma membrane and that loosely bound constituents 
have not been lost during the isolation#
Within these limitations however the increased specific 
activity of 5* nucleotidase and the ouabain sensitive Ka^ , ATFase 
and the appearance of the isolated membranes by phase contrast
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miorottodpy are Indieatioiui that the preparation under ooneideration 
boneiete mainly of plaeaa wmbranee*
The differenoee in the oowpoeition of the memhraneé from 
trypsinized and untrypeihiaed cells are shown in Table 6* The main 
finding is that the lipid to protein ratio falls from around a value 
of 1*5 to 1*0 for 013 and #08 oell# and from 1*5 to 1*3 for py cells# 
This is the opposite of what would be expected if trypsin affected only 
proteins# Thus the inplioaticn is that a certain amount of lipid is 
lost when cells are treated with trypsin# Whether the lipid is attached 
to protein in a lipoprotein ooaplex or whether it is internalised by 
the cell due to conformational changes in thé membrane induoed by trypsin 
is unknown# That this change in the lipid to protein ratio is involved 
in the adhesive behaviour of the cells is unlikely however since both 
013 cells and KA08 oells are affected to the same extent* The same 
reasoning can be used with respect to the carbohydrate lost althougd^  it 
is always possible that if the membranes of 013 and KAC3 cells were in 
a different oonfi^ aration ^ ior to trypsinisation then different domains 
of the membrane may be exposed to proteolytic digestion* The finding 
that KAÇ8 cell# dissociated with ESTA will aggregate in a manner similar 
to 013 cell# argue# against thi# theory*
Ko significant differences were found between the different 
phospholipid, classes of the three cell types* It should be remembered 
howevme that the method used to measure the amount of phosj^ olipid 
tells US nothing about the fatty acid components* GLÇ may reveal 
significant differences between the fatty acid classes of the three 
cell types* Furthermore the phospholipid to cholesterol ratio was not 
measured and since cholesterol has been shown to influence thé fluidity 
of membrane# this mi^t affect adhesion# Therefore an insufficient
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number of experiment# have been done to allow u# to draw oonoluaion# 
about the role of lipide in interoellular adhesion#
Isolation of Membrane Frotein#
The proteins of the plasma membrane were analysed by 
polyaorylamide gèl eleotrophoresis in SPG* This technique separates 
proteins on the basis of molecular wei«^ t utilising the sieving 
properties of the gel, all the proteins having been rendered equally 
charged by virtue of their interactions with spa« It is always possible 
however that a éingle bat^  contain# several protein# of similar molecular 
weights. Also the amount of carbohydrate attached to a protein can 
influence it# migration in polyacrylamide such that false values for 
molecular weight# are obtained (Segrest at al, 1971)*
The plasma membranes of d13 and HA08 cells appear to be 
identical in both trypsiniied ai^  untrypsinised cells. In contrast to 
these cells, the plasma membrane of unttypsinised #  cells lack# two 
proteins of apparent molecular weight# 182,000 and 47,500 daltons*
These same two proteins are removed from Oil and ÉKCB Cells by mild 
trypsinisation# Several other worker# have reposed a high moleoular 
weight , trypsin sensitive protein which is present in reduced amounts 
or not at all in transformed cells (Hynes, 1ÿ73| Hogg, 1973| Oahmberg 
and Hakamori, 19731 Bussell and Hobinson, 1973; Stone et al, 1974; 
Oritohley, 1974)# The molecular wei^ t^s reported for this protein 
vary from 142,000 to 250,000 daltons. Oritohley (1974) has suggested 
that this variation may be dUe in part to the lack of use of suitably 
high moleouiar wei|^ t markers. The log of the molecular weight is only 
a linear function of the distance travelled down the gel within a certain 
range of molecular weights. An alternative possibility is that the 
amount of carbohydrate attached to this protein may vary from cell type
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to oell type# Hynes and Humphreys (1974) have shown that this protein 
oo##migrates with a gluoosanine labelled polypeptide whioh indicates 
that it is a glycoprotein# It also appears to be on the outside of the 
membrane since it can be labelled by laotoperoxidase catalysed iodination 
and also by galactose oxidase, tritiated borohydride# Graham et al 
(1975) found that this protein was present at a low level in isolated 
plasma membranes and heavily concentrated in a high density fraction 
which contained predominantly carbohydrate and they speculated that 
this fraction consisted of eurfaoe coat. However other workers have 
found this protein in the membrane fraction (Hogg, 1973; Stone at al, 
1974; Bussell and Robinson, 1973)* This could be due to the different 
methods of homogénisation used* Graham at al used nitrogen cavitation 
whereas the others used Potter-Elvejhem or Bounoe type homogenisers# 
Alternatively all of these workers are looking at a different protein, 
but this seems unlikely since Hogg has detected it in isolated membranes 
by Ooomassie blue staining and also in whole calls labelled by the 
laotoperoxidase method.
atone at al (19T4) also found that a polypeptide of moleoular 
weight 39,000 daltons was present in decreased amounts in the isolated 
membranes of transfomwd oells# This protein has not been reported by 
those workers who label the outside of the membrane either by the 
laotoperoxidase method, whioh iodinates available tyrosine residues, 
or by the galactose oxidase method which labels available galactose 
residues. This strongly suggests that this protein is either buried 
in the membrane or la on the cytoplasmic face. Pertinent to this 
discussion are the findings of Euoslahti mod Vaheri (1974)* They 
described a fibroblaat*>speoifio cell surface antigen which could be
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released from the eurfaoe by mild trypeinization* This antigen *&a 
also present in homologous serum and was lost in transformed oells*
They reported that thé protein oohsiated of two polypeptides of 
moleoular weights RtpiOOO and 145,000 daltons# Wartiovaara at al (1974) 
demonstrated that this antigen was oonfined to membrane prooesses and 
eurfaoe ridges* They observed that after trypsin treatment the antigen 
first reappeared at the periphery of rounded cells at the sites of the 
first new cell processes* It was first detected about ten hours after 
trypsinisation and appeared to correlate with bundles of miorofilaments 
seen by electron microscopy# Furthermore a polypeptide of moleoular 
weight 45*000 daltons, that co^ migrated with purified fibroblast act in 
in acrylamide gels# was associated with Immuno^ p^reoipltates of the 
antigen*
Are these proteins involved in oell adheélon ? Experiments 
by Edwards and Casipbell (1971) showed that the aggregation of 013 cells 
was dependent upon the density of the cultures from which the suspensions 
were derived; it is greatest in dense cultures and hardly evident at 
all in cells from sparse cultures# O^ Keill (1973) found that cells 
rendered quiescent by serum starvation would aggregate# Induction of 
growth by addition of serum resulted in a rapid loss of aggregation#
These results correlate well with the findings of Hynes and Bye (1974) 
that the high molecular weight, trypsin sensitive protein was present 
at a higb level when cells were in G 0, that is vàen they were either 
density inhibited or serum starved* The level fell when growth was 
stimulated and was almost indétectable in mitotic cells* KA08 cells 
may fail to aggregate by virtue of the fact that they do not enter G 0 
until they reach hijgber cell densities than 013 cells* This argument 
falls down however when we consider that cells are prepared for
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aggregation by trypsinizatlon* The concentration of trypsin uaed to 
prepare cell Caspenaiona la auffioient to release the higb moleoular 
weight protein from the oell surface. 0* Kelli also showed that medium 
which had been conditioned by exposure to cell cultures promoted the 
aggregation of low density cultures# The factor in this conditioned 
medium could be the high molecular weight protein* As mentioned earlier 
Kuosl^ti and Vndieri (1974) found evidence that their surface antigen 
was also present in homologous serum* It is therefore possible that 
although the protein is removed by trypsinisation some of it remains 
bound to the cell surface and is not removed by washing the oells when 
they are prepared for aggregation# The more rigorous washing procedures 
used during membrane preparation may be sufficient to remove all traces 
of the protein* An alternative possibility is that this protein is not 
involved in the initial aggregation but acts to stabilise adhesions 
after early contacts have formed*
One other question that must be asked is* what is the nature 
of the polypeptide of molecular weight 47 >500 daltons 7 Several reports 
have appeared of actin associated with cell mekbrane (Wiokus at al, 1975* 
Spudich, 1974* Pollard and Korn, 1973* Clairtc at al# 1975)* Wlokus et 
al also reported that the amount of actin associated with the membrane 
decreased by 30-*50^  after viral transformation* Other workers have 
found miorofilaments which bind, heavy meroayosin associated with cell 
contacts (Goldman, 1975* Perdue, 1973* Heaysman and Pegruw, 1973)* 
Following trypsinisation the sub-membranous bundles of wlorofllamehts 
disappear but quickly r»-assemble when cells make cent act (Goldman,
1975)* without a more rigorous examination of the 47*500 protein it 
is impossible to say whether or not it is actin# It should really Be 
isolated and fingerprinted but until these experiments are done it is
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tômptittg to speouXate that it is aotin and that the coincidental 
loaa of it with the high moleoular weigiit protein by transformation 
or trypsinisation and the raduoed adhesion induoed by these agents 
is more than just a oaaual relationship# It is difficult however to 
reooneile this theory with the fact that both 013 and NA08 Oelle 
have these proteins, both lose them after treatment with trypsin and 
it would appear to take at least ten hours for the high moleoular 
weight protein to reappear, if this protein la the equivalent of the 
antigen deeorlbed by Wartiovaara et al (1974)* An alternative 
explanation le that initial adheeions ooour by some, as yet undefined, 
method# These oould Involve glyoosyl transferase». Van der Waal* a 
foresee or eleetroatatio foroes of attraction# The formation of these 
adhesions may depolarise the plasma membrane at the adhesion sites 
causing a release of oaloium ions from an intracellular site of 
sequestration# The localised inorease in calcium ion concentration 
oould then trigger the polymerisation of actin in the immediate 
vicinity# As the high moleoular weight protein is synthesised it 
would be inserted into the membrane close to bundles of miorofilaments# 
If the protein were attached in some way to the miorofllamsnts this 
would prevent its lateral movement in the membrane# The role of this 
protein would therefore be the stabilisation of the initial weak 
adhesions* The protein may be transported to the surface by a system 
of miorotubules which are stabilised by cyclic AMP* HAC8 cells have 
a lower level of adenyl cyclase activity and so their microtubular 
system may be lees well organised than that of 013 cells* Thus the 
slower aggre^tlon of KAG6 celle would be due to a slower rate of 
replacement of the high molecular welt^ t protein into the membrane*
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A possiHîlty in # ««ritln amount of tha hl#i molaoulay
protein eurrlvea trypeWaatinn and thla i« reaponeibXe for 
the initial adheaion» The aeaunption then hae to he made that lesa 
Burvivee in SA08 oella thah in 013 oello* Thia however would explain 
a numher of oheervationa auoh ae the Inoreaeed aggregation of NAC3 
oeXla when lower oonOentratioaa of txypaln are need and the initial 
rapid rate of aggre^tion followed hy a slower rate exhlhlted hy 
013 oella# Alternatively the high moleoular weight protein in SAC8 
oelle la not more sensitive to trypsin hut fewer moleoulea of It are 
present on the surfaoe* This oould ooour if oelle had an inoveased 
proteolytlo aotivity at their surfaoes# whioh oould also possibly 
aooount for their ability to grow in soft agar# or If fewer oelle were 
in the H 0 stage of the oall oyole# Finally# 013 oelle may have a larger 
intreoelliilar pool of the high moleoular weight protein than HAC8 oelle 
suoh that the protein removed by trypsiniaatlon oould be more q.ulokly 
replaoed In 013 oelle than in NAC8 oelle* Wartiovaara et al (1974) 
found that their antigen was deteotable within one hour of trypsinl&ation 
If the oelle were fixed with aoetone whioh apparently destroyed the 
plasma meWhrane* The antigen detested at this time was possibly part 
of an intraosllular poOl* Further information is needed before a 
ohoioe oan be made between these various alternatives* However this 
adhesive variant# and others like it# should be useful tools in the 
analysis of the events involved in Interoellular adhesion*
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